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Welcome to the FamiliBase 
 

FamiliBase is a unique and innovative service for children, young people and families based in Ballyfermot with 

three strands of service delivery: Early Years Care and Education, Child and Family Supports and Youth and 

Community Supports.  FamiliBase proudly pioneered and now successfully implements an integrated model 

of practice akin to a ‘one stop shop’ that is aligned with contemporary policy aspirations.  Its programme 

delivery occurs at different levels i.e., from universal to intensive wrap around practice for those with multiple 

and complex needs.   Organisationally, FamiliBase is committed to continuous responsiveness to changing 

local needs and to providing the highest standards of quality services to the local community.    

 

Welcome to the FamiliBase Early Years . This handbook sets out to explain a number of important policies and 

procedures relating to employment and your child’s enrolment within the early years. The handbook is a useful 

resource for all new Employees and families and should continue to be a reference point for information. 

 

All information enclosed can be also found on our website familibase.ie  

 

From time to time, it may be necessary to make amendments to the policies and procedures outlined in this 

handbook. These changes may be necessary as a result of legislative changes or changes of practices in the 

Organisation. Employees and families will be notified of any such changes where appropriate. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this handbook. 

 

I look forward to working with you in the future. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

The CEO and Board of FamiliBase 
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A.1 Statement of Purpose and Function  
 

Purpose  
The purpose of FamiliBase Early Childhood Care & Education setting is to provide quality, affordable early childhood 

care and education in the local community.  It is a community service and is classified as a full day care service 

under the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services Regulations 2016).  It is open for 50 weeks per year from 

August/August the following year. The setting can cater for 31 children at any one time.   

 

Principle  

This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child 

Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Early Years Inspectorate 

Quality Regulatory Framework. 

 

Scope 
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

Philosophy and Rationale  
We believe in the overall philosophy of FamiliBase model of practice and service delivery is reflected in the 

organisation’s values.  It is underpinned and informed by three discourses; the discourses of ecological systems 

theory, equality of outcome and community development.   

As a team of Early Educators, we believe that we are a vital stepping stone in the delivery of the service here in 

FamiliBase and that we are one of the first stepping stones in supporting and developing future generations. 

We recognise that the first five years of a child's life are fundamentally important. They are the foundation that 

shapes children's future health, happiness, growth, development and learning achievement and creating a sense of 

being and belonging in the family, community, and in life in general. 

We believe that providing a nurturing and age appropriate environment to our children allows them to develop 

and learn in a safe and secure environment. We recognise that a skilled and educated team with knowledge and 

experience in the sector allows for our curriculum to be delivered and documented in a way that supports and 

identifies each individual child, while understanding the dynamics of the entire group. We recognise the importance 

of our children’s voices and family input in delivering a curriculum for the development of the child. We recognise 

the importance of our National Quality Framework Siolta and our National Curriculum Aistear. 

We believe that each child has the right to be respected and to feel safe and secure in the early education setting, 

the family home and their wider community. We are dedicated to working in partnership with families to provide 

consistency and a united approach to raising our children. We believe in the importance of building a strong rapport 

between the children and the wider community as we acknowledge, as per the old proverb, it takes a whole village 

to raise a child. We work in alliance with other professionals to educate children about the environment, charity 

awareness, healthy living and sustainability. We acknowledge the significance of children’s holistic health and 

development and work in collaboration with other professionals to ensure children have the opportunity to reach 

milestones.  

We recognise the role and influence we play in each child’s life. We strive to be an advocate for children when 

required and support children in finding their own voice.  

Most of all we believe in happiness and the right for each child to have a child hood full of joy. Each day is different 

and filled with opportunity for new learning experiences and we believe we are lucky to be a part of this every day! 
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Our Facilities:  

1. Purpose built facilities  

2. Fully equipped rooms tailored to meet the needs and interests of specific age groups  

3. Extensive garden areas  

4. it is evident that the safety of your child is of utmost importance in FamiliBase Early Years.  

5. secure drop off and pick up at all our facilities, 

6. All childcare rooms and entrance doors are fitted with CCTV   

7. Gates are fitted throughout each crèche  

We operate an open-door policy for all parents, you are welcome to visit your child at any stage during the 

day 

 

Policies and Procedures Policies and procedures that Informs the work of Links Childcare can be viewed 

here. List of policies and procedures:  

1. Statement of Purpose and Function 

4. New Child Induction pack  

 5. Settling in Policy 

 6. Fees Policy 

8 Childcare Risk Assessment Playground  

9. Complaints Policy  

14 Positive Behaviour Policy 

15. Administration of Medicine Policy  

16. Safe Sleep Policy  

17. Curriculum Statement  

20. Hand Hygiene Policy  

21. Immunisation Policy 

 22. Healthy Eating Policy  

24. Nappy Changing Policy  

25. Infection Control Policy  

27. Accident Reporting and Emergency  

 28. Sun Protection  

30. Outings Policy  

31. Toileting & Toilet Training Policy  

33. Data Protection & CCTV Policy  

34. Garda Vetting Disclosure Policy  
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35. Exceptional Closure Policy  

36. Child Protection Policy  

37. Inclusion Policy  

41. Arrivals and Collections Policy 

  

Overview of Service Delivery  

FamiliBase delivers programmes in 10 key areas. Given the emphasis at national level on evidence based and 

evidence informed practice, integrated services, early intervention and outcomes focus FamiliBase has worked to 

integrate the programmes and service delivery in meeting the needs of the children, young people and families in 

the Ballyfermot and Cherry Orchard Community.  This has led to the emergence of an integrated service delivery 

model that has the capacity to address the needs of the most marginalised in the community in all of the 

programme thematic areas.  This model is still in its development phase.  FamiliBase offers a full continuum of 

practice from universal to target.  FamiliBase unique strength is in its capacity to work effectively with some of the 

most marginalised members of the Community and to engage them effectively in their own development. 

FamiliBase current programme areas are: 

 

1. Early Childhood Care and Education 

2. Afterschool  

3. Youth Work 

4. Parenting Supports 

5. Teen Parent Support Programme 

6. Child Welfare Programme 

7. ABC Family Matters 

8. Youth Substance Misuse 

9. Arts & New Media 

10. Therapeutic supports i.e. Counselling and Play Therapy 

11. Community Employment Scheme.  
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Setting Details 

Name of setting FamiliBase 
Address  Blackditch Road, Ballyfermot Dublin 10 
Eircode D10F439 
Contact Person Georgina Barry  
Position in Setting  Manager  
Contact Telephone Number  0873644363 
Email Address Early.years@familibase.ie 

Description of setting 

Type of setting (Full/Part Time Day Care/Sessional 
Preschool) 

Fulltime 8:30am – 5:00pm 
Part-time morning 9:00am-1:00pm 

Part time Afternoon 1:00pm – 5:00pm  
 

Community or Private Community  
Curriculum/Programme  Emerging curriculum / Highscope  
Number of weeks open 50 weeks  
Opening hours  8:30 am – 5:00pm 

 

Number of children and staff  

Full Day-care/Part Time Care Number of Children Number of staff  Adult Child 
Ratio 

0-1 2 1 1:3 
1-2  2 1:5 
2-3 12 2 1:6 

    
Total number of children 29 6  
Total number of staff     
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A.6 Complaints and Feedback  

 

Purpose 
FamiliBase are committed to ongoing review of the programmes delivered as part of their continuum of care in the 

service and of how the Organisation operates.  The Organisation welcomes feedback to ensure the children, young 

people and families receive the best possible quality in terms of service delivery. 

 

Scope 
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and families and service users access services within FamiliBase. 

 

Policy 
Feedback and/or complaints should first of all be addressed at local level in terms of the delivery/Organisation e.g. 

with the Youth Worker, Case Worker, Admin/Facility staff or Childcare Worker who is providing the delivery.  The 

staff member involved should actively listen to the feedback ensuring they are open with communication and that 

they do not communicate or behave defensively in receiving the feedback and/or complaint It is FamiliBase hope 

and expectation that most matters requiring feedback can be resolved at this level but must still be recorded. 

If the matter cannot be resolved at a local level, the Line Manager responsible for that programme/organisational 

area should be approached.  This can be done verbally initially.  On assessing the nature of the feedback and/or 

complaint the Line Manager will complete online Google (complaint form) or will request that the individual giving 

the feedback do so. The complaint form can be accessed here    

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfg8V3DnG3OfauDD7yUMcbp0kHr7NDxCliNEf4Vf8J-

sPjZfQ/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0  

 

In the case of a written complaint being lodged or a Line Manager identifying that the feedback/complaint warrants 

a written complaint and/or further investigation the following procedure will apply: 

 

• Acknowledgement letter will be sent in 5 working days.  The Line Manager of the area involved is responsible to 

ensure an acknowledgement letter is sent. 

• Complainant will be kept informed of the complaint process.  The Line Manager of the area involved is responsible 

to ensure an acknowledgement letter is sent. 

• Offer the opportunity to contact the Organisation to discuss matters further. The Line Manager of the area involved 

is responsible to ensure this is communicated and facilitated. 

• Investigate openly, thoroughly, impartially, and as promptly as possible.  Individuals to investigate will be appointed 

by the Line Manager involved in conjunction with the CEO. 

• Where a detailed investigation is required, the Organisation will endeavour to conclude that within 30 working days 

• Keep all persons informed at each stage of the investigation until an outcome to the complaint is established.  The 

Line Manager involved is responsible to ensure this occurs. 

• Meeting with the complainant and staff involved.  This is dependent on the nature of the complaint and the outcome 

of the investigation.  Professional judgement and a case-by-case assessment will prevail here.  The Line Manager will 

facilitate this in consultation with the CEO where appropriate/required. 

• Appeal to either CEO or Chair depending on who carried out investigation. 

• Appeals committee CEO/Directors x2 OR 3 Directors.  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfg8V3DnG3OfauDD7yUMcbp0kHr7NDxCliNEf4Vf8J-sPjZfQ/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfg8V3DnG3OfauDD7yUMcbp0kHr7NDxCliNEf4Vf8J-sPjZfQ/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
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• The Organisation will assure the complainant that their complaint and their personal details will be treated in 

confidence to the greatest extent possible consistent with public interest and right to privacy. 

• All complaints and outcomes are logged via the Google form (Complaints Database)  

• Complaints are discussed at Team Meetings to ensure continuous improvement in the standard of care/service the 

Organisation provides. 

Role of Tusla 
If a person making a complaint is dissatisfied with the service’s response or feels for any reason that they cannot 

bring the concern directly to the manager/registered provider, they can contact Tusla’s Early Years Inspectorate. 

Tusla’s Early Years Inspectorate does not investigate individual concerns or complaints. All information received is 

assessed to determine if any concerns relating to the health and welfare of children exists within the remit of the 

2016 Regulations. The information determines the focus and timing of Tusla’s inspections. 

Where Tusla Early Years Inspectorate considers that there is a potential risk to the health, safety and welfare of 

children in an Early Year’s Service, Tusla Early Years Inspectorate will take appropriate actions with the service 

provider to ensure that the risk is addressed.  

To contact Tusla regarding a concern about this or any early years service you can contact in the following ways: 

Email: early.yearsui@tusla.ie 

Call: 061 461700 

Or download a complaints form at:  

www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/concerned-about-the-operation-of-a-eys/ 

 

Send it to: Tusla Early Years Inspectorate, Unsolicited Information Office, 2nd Floor, Estuary House, Henry Street, 

Limerick.  

 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the complaints policy  as part of staff induction. 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  
• Staff Training Policy 

• Confidentiality/Information Sharing Policy 

• Grievance and Discipline Policy and Procedures 

• Child Protection Policy and Procedures 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  

▪ Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

▪ Child Care Act 1991(Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

▪ Data Protection Act 2018 

▪ Freedom of Information Act 2014 

▪ Síolta: The National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

mailto:early.yearsui@tusla.ie
file:///C:/Users/Sinead_Lawton/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/OB9ZYH4L/www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/concerned-about-the-operation-of-a-eys/
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
https://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/Data-Protection-Acts-1988-and-2003:-Informal-Consolidation/796.htm
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2014/act/30/enacted/en/html
http://siolta.ie/
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Section B: Health Welfare and Development  
 

▪ B.1 Settling in policy  

▪  

▪ B.2 Managing Behaviour policy 

▪  

▪ B.3 Inclusion policy 

▪  

▪ B.4 Healthy Eating policy  

▪  

▪ B.5 Outdoor Play policy 

▪  

▪ B.6 Internet use policy This Policy is located in FamiliBase Handbook- Section E: Information 

Technology, Internet and E-Mail 
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B.1 Settling In 
 

Purpose  
FamiliBase early years will always promote smooth transitions for all children and families within in our Early Years 

setting. Our team will at all times work closely with the children and families throughout the settling in process. The 

settling in period will be a positive experience as it will influence children’s self-confidence and a positive attitude 

to building relationships and will lay down the foundation for lifelong learning.  

FamiliBase Early Years recognise that one of the key challenges for all who care for children during this COVID-19 

pandemic is to balance the need for a practical and sensible level of caution with the need to provide a nurturing 

and supportive environment for children.  We are committed to ensuring that any practical precautions to reduce 

the chance of spread of virus such as by limiting adult interaction with the service will be balanced against the needs 

of children which will remain our priority at all times as they transition into our service.  

 

Principle  
This policy has been updated in line with current guidance the HSPC Infection Prevention and Control guidance for 

services providing childcare during the COVID-19 Pandemic,  

This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child Care Act 

1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Early Years Inspectorate Quality Regulatory 

Framework. 

 

Scope 
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

Policy  
Different families and children will require different amounts of time to settle in. We recognise that parents can find 

it difficult and sometimes an upsetting process. We will use our experience to support you and your child in 

whatever way is best for you and the child. If your child is experiencing difficulties while settling in, this is very 

normal for children to be anxious, nervous and confused about starting in an early year setting. The settling in 

period is a time for your child to get to know their key worker, new friends and their new environment. 

We operate an open-door policy at FamiliBase Early Years. 

Placement  

• FamiliBase will provide information on our settling in policy, when a child has received a place within 

FamiliBase early years setting.  

• Families will be invited in to complete all registration forms. The families will also complete a child’s 

profile form. On this form will be the child’s daily routine, food and drinks likes and dislikes, sleep times 

also comfort items they may prefer such as soothers, blankets etc. This form will be shared with their 

child’s key worker. 

• Families will be advised to plan were needed to facilitate settling in, as initially the child’s times and days 

will be staggered to introduce the child to their room and group. 

• Families will be given a tour of the early years and introduced to their child’s key person. 
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• Families and their children will be encouraged before their start date and where possible to visit 

FamiliBase, they should visit FamiliBase at varies opening hours and days to familiarise themselves with 

the routine’s, staff and their child’s key person. 

Settling in procedure  

• The key worker will meet the families on arrival, and welcome them to FamiliBase. They will be brought to 

the child’s room. 

• The key worker will give the child and families a tour of the room and activities, the child can choose an 

activity and the key work will engage with the activity, families are encouraged to stay in the room with 

the child. 

• The key worker and families will plan a settling in period for the following day, also the parent may not 

need to stay in the room for the entire time.  

• Empathies with parents’ concerns about leaving their child in our care. 

 

• Each day the child will build up their time in the early years and families are involved at each stage. 

• Develop a goodbye routine or ritual that they can use with their child each day such as giving the child a 

kiss or a big hug, waving good-bye from the door, or whatever they and their child feel comfortable 

doing. This way, both the parents and the child will know how to handle the parting.  

 

• Families are asked to bring in photos from home to place on the family tree so home life can be 

incorporated in their new environment. 

• Family involvement is welcomed, FamiliBase always encourage families to get involved in activities, 

outings and celebrations. 

• Garda vetting is not required for parents /guardian settling in their children 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Settling in Policy as part of staff induction. 

 

 Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Policy on Authorisation to Collect Children 

 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 

• Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Síolta: The National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

• Aistear: The Early Childhood Curriculum Framework 

• Aistear Síolta Practice Guide 

• Early Years Education Inspection (EYEI) Framework 

http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://siolta.ie/
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear-siolta-practice-guide
https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Inspection-Reports-Publications/Early-Years-Education-Reports/
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B.2 Managing Behaviour 
Purpose  
The purpose is to support and guide all children to manage their own behaviour and learn to resolve conflicts that 

arise. Children attending FamiliBase Early Years are here for new learning experiences which may test their own 

coping strategies. All staff will support the children to regulate their behaviour and will have a number of strategies 

to deal with both positive and challenging behaviour.  

Scope 
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and families accessing the service within FamiliBase. 

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and the Child Care Regulations 

(The Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendments) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Quality and Regulatory 

Framework 

Policy  
FamiliBase Early Years recognise all children as individual with unique needs and abilities. We encourage children 

to develop the skill of regulating their emotions, problem-solving and decision-making. All staff will support 

children with their individual needs and adjust the supports as required. Staff will implement clear and consistent 

expectations depending on the age, abilities and stage of development of the child. Staff will follow clearly the 

strategies to support children as named in this policy. The early years’ service will work collaboratively with 

parents/guardians to implement the managing behaviour policy. 

 

Procedure for Supporting Positive Behaviour 

• Childcare practitioners are positive role models of appropriate behaviour. 

• Encourages children to express themselves and their opinions. 

• Allows children to undertake experiences that develop self-reliance and self-esteem. 

• Maintains at all times the dignity and rights of each child. 

• Gives each child positive guidance and encouragement toward acceptable behaviour. 

• Allows a child to express a range of emotions without judgement or criticism. 

• Has regard to the family and cultural values, age, physical and intellectual development and abilities of 

each child being educated and cared for by the service. 

• All childcare practitioners value relationships with each child regardless of the age group or room they 

work in. 

• All childcare practitioners will role model respectful relationships by working together and showing each 

other support. 

• Childcare practitioners will welcome and support new children and team members to the centre. 

• Each child will receive one on one time each day through cuddles, conversation, stories and eye contact. 

• A child’s behaviour is not discussed amongst the staff team, or outside of FamiliBase early years, the only 

exception to this is the integration programme and practice meeting. Only relevant staff will be informed 

of information including action plans, or care plans. 

• Childcare practitioners will take the time to know and understand the children in their care. They 

recognise that their level of development, the environment, the time of day, actions of adults and other 

children, family experiences and cultural background affect a child’s behaviour. 

• At no times will the team use any discipline that is unreasonable in the circumstances or any form of 

corporal punishment. 
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• Developmentally appropriate equipment is provided in each age group. Childcare practitioners 

understand that the environment is the third teacher and strongly influences behaviour within the 

classroom. 

• Children should at no time be ‘forced’ to comply with an adult’s directions or requests. Instead positive 

reinforcement of other children’s behaviours will be used as a strategy to encourage appropriate 

behaviours. 

 Strategies for Supporting children  

• Children Expectations are consistent for all children, and are dependent on the age, stage of development 

and needs of the child. 

• Childcare practitioners are available and responsive to children, encouraging them to share experiences, 

ideas and feelings, and listen to them with attention and respect. 

• Children’s efforts, achievements and feelings are acknowledged by sincere encouragement leading to 

growth in self-esteem and self-discipline.  

• Children are encouraged to verbalise their feelings and ideas and are shown respect regardless of their 

behaviour.  

• Childcare practitioner’s expectations of children’s social behaviour are age appropriate. 

• Play activities are used to play out challenging situations so children get the opportunity to practice self-

regulation strategies.  

• Books and storytelling are used to talk about feelings and what we can all do when we are angry, upset or 

frustrated. 

• A range of activities are available to the group of children which offer a lot of choice to all in order to 

support children’s play ideas.  

• The children are encouraged to develop rules they think are important helping them take ownership of 

their behaviour (depending on age and verbal ability). 

• The atmosphere in care rooms is relaxed and happy. 

• The dignity and rights of every child are maintained at all times. 

• Children have opportunities to play independently if they choose to. 

• Adults value children’s ideas and promote problem solving through listening and asking open-ended 

questions. 

• Adults will provide challenging and fun activities and games for all children. 

• Team members are aware of their own personal levels of tolerance and stress and to take regular breaks 

where required. 

Step Conflict Resolution: 
1. Approach calmly – put yourself in the shoes of the child. All their feelings are relevant and real in the 

moment. Approach the situation calmly and get down to the child’s eye level. 

2. Acknowledge feelings – describe how the child/ children are feeling, children often don’t have the language 

to explain how they feel, leading to more frustration. Help the child by describing it for them “you both look 

very sad and upset”. 

3. Gather information (in a way that is appropriate to the age of the child) – remain neutral by giving each child 

the opportunity to express their said of the story. Children sometimes need lots of time to get the words or 

actions out so take your time and remember the importance of the lessons learnt in these situations. 

4. Restate the problem – after listening to the children simply describe what the problem is so both/ all can 

understand both sides of the story.  

5. Ask for ideas for solutions & choose one together (or for younger children give a solution) - give     the children an 

opportunity to come up with solutions and keep working on it until you all agree on something. This can take a bit of 

time but gives the children lots of practice compromising with one another, which is a vital skill for the future. 

6. Be prepared to give follow up support – it is important the staff member follows through on the agreed solution. This 

helps place trust in the process and children will have confidence in the approach. 
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Managing Severe and Challenging Behaviour  
 Challenging behaviours are frequent and repeated actions by a child that impacts significantly on other children 

or the child himself/herself, or their ability to engage in the daily activities, and which fails to improve under the 

usual behaviour management strategies or requires ongoing intensive one-to-one management to keep under 

control. The behaviours may have been present from the start, gradually worsening as the child gets older or involve 

a deterioration of their behaviour from a previously normal pattern. If a child’s behaviour is considered dangerous 

to themselves or others, the childcare practitioner will carefully remove either the child or the other children from 

the situation. This is in order to protect all using FamiliBase early years. The child will be given time to become calm 

and the childcare practitioner will help guide him/her with his/her behaviour with breathing activities and sensory 

box if possible. The Key childcare practitioner will record the incident. If a child’s behaviour is ongoing or becomes 

severely challenging the service will implement the following strategies, 

 

• The Key childcare practitioner will meet with the lead practitioner and put a plan in place to observe the 

environment and possible triggers.  

• The Key childcare practitioner will carry out a number of observations at different times of the day to try to 

establish a trigger for the behaviour. All observations will be noted and discussed with lead practitioner 

and manager.  

• The lead practitioner will also discuss at the intergradation practice and programmes meeting held weekly, 

the purpose for this will be to get peer support and suggestions to support the child. 

• lead practitioner and Manager will meet the parents to discuss the behaviour and develop an action plan 

for going forward to help the child overcome the issues.  

• Should the key childcare practitioner require additional training, they will link with the lead practitioner to 

support them to access training. 

• If necessary, the family will be supported to contact any relevant external professionals.  

• If the behaviour is a child protection concern, the Child Protection Policy will be implemented.  

• All information gathered and discussed will be stored securely and all conversations are confidential.  

• All meetings, plans and observations will be recorded and stored in the child’s record in a locked cabinet.  

• The staff will always work in the best interest of the child using their best judgement in situations which can 

be demanding and stressful on all involved. 

 

 

.  
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Indoor Environmental Audit 
Area and equipment Response 

Y/N 
Notes 

Is the room bright, well organised and 
inviting to walk into? 

(Think about what is set at child height) 
 
 

  

Are areas clearly defined? 
 
 
 

  

Is the room organised in ways that promote 
opportunities for children to talk and 
develop their communication skills? 

 
 

  

Are the resources and areas clearly defined 
and labelled with words, pictures or real 

objects where appropriate? 
 
 

  

Are resources age/stage appropriate? 
 
 
 

  

Are resources of good quality?  (Not 
necessarily expensive however should be 

attractive) 
 
 

  

Are there a wide range of resources 
including natural, sensory and messy play? 

 
 
 

  

Can children access resources 
independently? 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Are there areas for children to relax? 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Are visual resources available to promote 
talk about emotions and feelings? 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

Outdoor Environmental Audit  

Area and equipment Response 
Y/N 

Notes 

Do children have the 
opportunity to access the 
outdoor area for extended 
periods of time each day in 

all weathers? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Is the area well organised, 
inviting and does it challenge 

and extend children’s 
learning? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Are there opportunities for 
children to become involved 

in physical play 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Do children have the 
opportunity to explore 

natural materials and objects 
with a variety of different 

textures? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Do children have the 
opportunity to investigate 
the natural environment? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Can children access and 
return resources 
independently? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Is there equipment of a 
variety of sizes to promote 
physical skills like throwing, 

catching etc? 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Is there enough equipment   
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Individual Plan 

Behaviour Management 

 

Child’s interests 

 

 

 Child’s strengths 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Triggers for behaviour-  
 

 separation from family 
 transition time 
 sleep times 
 specific peer interaction 
 tiredness 
 hunger 
 educator interaction 
 arrival time at care  
 large group activities 
 noise   
 changes in roster of educators  
 Particular parts of the routine  
 other  

 
 
Notes-   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Displayed behaviour   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Strategies   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Child Name-   
 

 Room -   

Child’s age- 
 

 Parent/Guardian names-  
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Strategies   
 

 

 

Actions for family for consistency -  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next meeting date-  Further actions 
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Implementation  
 

This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Managing Behaviour Policy as part of staff induction. 

 

 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Settling-In Policy 

• Policy on Accidents and Incidents 

• Complaints Policy 

• Supervision Policy 

• Incident Report Form 

 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  
• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 

• Síolta: The National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

• Síolta Research Digests: Standard 5 Interactions and Standard 9 Health and Welfare 

• Aistear: The Early Childhood Curriculum Framework 

• Aistear Síolta Practice Guide 

• Early Years Education Inspection (EYEI) Framework  

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.itsyourright.ie/uncrc-ireland/
http://siolta.ie/
http://www.siolta.ie/
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear-siolta-practice-guide
https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Inspection-Reports-Publications/Early-Years-Education-Reports/


 

 

B.3 Inclusion 

Purpose  
FamiliBase recognises and respects the rights of all children and adults in our service. We value the ability, 

individuality and cultural background of all children by providing each child with the opportunities they need to 

reach their full potential as active learner within an inclusive ethos/culture. We aim to actively promote equality of 

access and participation and eliminate discrimination on grounds of, gender, civil status, family status, sexual 

orientation, religion, age, disability, race and membership of the Travelling Community. This policy represents the 

agreed principles and commitment for inclusion, in line with Early Childhood Care and Education National Inclusion 

Charter. 

Principle 
 This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Employment 

Equality Acts 1998 to 2011, the Equal Status Acts 2000 – 2012, UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (Articles 

29 & 30), the Disability Act 2005 and the Special Needs Legislation – EPSEN Act 2004 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

Policy  
At FamiliBase we achieve care and inclusion in education by continually reviewing an anti-bias approach that is 

implemented by the early childhood service, and by working in partnership with families, children and the early 

childhood team, both individually through reflective practice, and in consultation with children and their families, 

so as to ensure that the education and care provided is fully inclusive of all children, families and agencies that 

attend and use our service. 

The Inclusion Coordinator within our service is ___________________________________________. 

Procedure  
All children attending FamiliBase early years are supported to, 

• Feel secure and know that their contributions are valued 

• Know they belong and are valued as unique individuals 

• Feel strong and confident about their identity 

• Support children to become respectful of difference. 

• Know their cultural backgrounds are respected and valued 

• Learn in rooms that allow them all to experience success  

• engage with materials and experiences that reflect a range of social and cultural backgrounds, gender and 

ability (visitors, books, music, musical instrument, cooking activities, craft, clothing, multicultural dolls, 

multicultural jigsaws, games, play equipment, and other props 

• Have a common curriculum experience that allows for a range of different learning styles and children’s 

emerging interests  

• Participate fully, having particular regard for and being cognisant of children with a variety of disabilities  

• Respect the purpose for which other children’s aids or assistive technology are intended. 
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Families attending the centre are supported to, 

• work with the service about the care of each child to minimise conflict between the service’s philosophy 

and family values.  

• Be involved in policy and procedure development to ensure cultural sensitivities are included. 

• Access information about the service and the policies and procedures by translating information into their 

home language if necessary.  

• Participate in the service’s and to introduce their culture’s food, art, music, language, celebrations and dress 

to the other children in the service. 

Early years educators will promote equality, diversity and inclusion. They will:  

• Remove assumptions, judgements and expectations about the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of all 

families and the team.  

• Regard all individuals equally, showing sensitivity and providing equal opportunities for all children of all 

backgrounds and ability.  

• Actively intervene in situations when bias is shown and encourage children to challenge bias. 

• Demonstrate positive attitudes when making changes to accommodate all children. Work as a team with 

parents and other professionals to develop, carry out and review plans for children with additional support 

needs. 

• Implement a curriculum that meets the individual needs and emerging interests of the child. 

• under Síolta: The National Quality Framework (2006) and Aistear: The National Curriculum 

• Framework (2009). 

• Support continual development for all early childhood practitioners, so as to ensure that they are 

• trained in an equality and diversity approach to providing care and education to all. 

• Adhere to the National Diversity, Equality and Inclusion Charter.  

Dealing with Discriminatory Incidents:  

• The first step in handling incidents involving discrimination is to recognise and acknowledge what is 

happening.  

• All children will be informed that name-calling or physically hurting someone is unacceptable. 

• When an incident occurs (hurtful remark made by one child to another) both children learn from the 

incident. The response to the incident will reference the rules of the service as appropriate.  

• Staff will endeavour to determine the real reason for incidents involving exclusion or conflict. It may not be 

a discriminatory incident, so staff will be careful not to make assumptions.  

• Some issues may be brought into the early years’ service by the child, arising from comments made by 

adults outside the service. Staff will recognise when it is an adult issue, and identify appropriate actions for 

addressing the issue with the child’s parents or guardians. 

• An incident should be considered from the perspective of all individuals involved as well as those who 

witnessed it. Appropriate actions need to be taken, at circle time or in group discussions, in order to address 

incidents witnessed by children who were not involved. This does not mean singling children out in the 

group. 

• By showing empathy and expressing our feelings, we help children to express their feelings.  

Practitioners will seek support and advice from the lead practitioner should there be on ongoing incident They 

may also bring their concerns to.  
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Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of Inclusion Policy as part of staff induction. 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Staff Training Policy 

• Recruitment Policy 

• Policy on Managing Behaviour  

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  

• Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• Diversity, Equality and Inclusion Charter and Guidelines for Early Childhood Care and 

Education 

• Better Start Access and Inclusion Model (AIM)  

• Síolta: The National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

• Aistear: The Early Childhood Curriculum Framework 

• Early Years Education focussed Inspection (EYEI) Framework ( 

 

http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://aim.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Diversity-Equality-and-Inclusion-Charter-and-Guidelines-for-Early-Childhood-Care-Education.pdf
http://aim.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Diversity-Equality-and-Inclusion-Charter-and-Guidelines-for-Early-Childhood-Care-Education.pdf
http://aim.gov.ie/
http://siolta.ie/
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear
https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Inspection-Reports-Publications/Evaluation-Reports-Guidelines/A-Guide-to-Early-years-Education-focused-Inspection-EYEI-in-Early-years-Settings-Participating-ECCE-Programme.pdf


 

 

B.4 Healthy Eating 

Purpose  
FamiliBase Early Years believes that good health and nutritious food in the early years helps to safeguard children’s 

well-being throughout their lives. It is important that children develop healthy eating habits from a young age for 

both the pleasure of having a wide variety in their diets and gaining knowledge about nutrition. Our meal times are 

treated as an opportunity for social interaction as well as laying the foundations about making healthy choices. This 

Healthy Eating Policy is communicated to all Parents/Guardians and guardians. 

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the he Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and the Child Care 

Regulations (The Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendments) Regulations 2016. and the Tusla Quality 

and Regulatory Framework http://health.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Food-and-Nutrition-Guidelines-for-

PreSchoolServices.pdfhttps://www.fsai.ie/faqs/bottle_feeding_safely.htmlhttps://www.healthpromotion.ie/health/i

nner/3_week_menu_planhttp://www.safefood.eu/Publications/Consumer-information/How-to-prepare-your-baby-

s-bottle.aspx 

 

Scope   
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

Policy  
Food and drinks are supplied by FamiliBase early years. the food and drinks we offer are nutritious and complies with the 

dietary and religious requirements of all families. All food supplied by FamiliBase early years is prepared and cooked onsite 

daily. Our 3-week menu is changed twice a year and we ask for children, staff and families to input when we create new 

menus.  The Storage and preparation of our food and drink’s comply with HACCP requirements. All staff in FamiliBase early 

years is trained in food handling and food safety. 

Food is only purchased from reputable suppliers who comply with food safety practices. The food suppliers that we use:   

Tesco  

 

Our healthy eating policy is based on the following: 
• We offer a wide variety of food’s  

• Our food and drinks provided are nutritious and complies with the dietary or religious requirements.  

• We offer tooth-friendly drinks (Filtered water & Milk) frequently, children have access to their drinks 

throughout the day. 

• We accommodate special food needs of individual children 

• We plan healthy, varied meals and snacks and We offer suitable sized portions. 

• We help children learn to eat healthily. 

• We foster good dental health. 

• We encourage healthy eating at home. 

 
 

 

http://health.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Food-and-Nutrition-Guidelines-for-PreSchoolServices.pdf
http://health.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Food-and-Nutrition-Guidelines-for-PreSchoolServices.pdf
https://www.fsai.ie/faqs/bottle_feeding_safely.html
https://www.healthpromotion.ie/health/inner/3_week_menu_plan
https://www.healthpromotion.ie/health/inner/3_week_menu_plan
http://www.safefood.eu/Publications/Consumer-information/How-to-prepare-your-baby-s-bottle.aspx
http://www.safefood.eu/Publications/Consumer-information/How-to-prepare-your-baby-s-bottle.aspx
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Communicating and Sharing with Parents/Guardians: 
• Parents/Guardians will be informed of this policy and its contents when they enrol their child in FamiliBase 

early years  

• Our 3-week food menus are circulated to Parents/Guardians: They are also displayed on the notice board 

located in the main hall way and each care room. 

• Children’s food and drink intake throughout the day will be recorded, this will be shared with each child’s 

parent/guardian at the end of the day.  

• Parents/Guardians: will be advised if their child is not eating well and FamiliBase early years will work with 

families to put a plan put in place. 

• Recipes and food ingredients will be available to parents. Please ask a member of staff if you require this 

information. These are located in the early year’s kitchen. 

• Parents/Guardians will be consulted around the dietary or religious requirements of their child and plans 

put in place to meet these requirements.  

• Parents/Guardians of children on special diets will be asked to provide as much information as possible 

about suitable foods. In some cases, Parents/Guardians may be asked to provide food themselves. 

 

In circumstances where Parents/Guardians are providing food the following will apply:  
• Healthy eating suggestions will be given out to parents to support them to give their children healthy food 

options.  

• Parents are asked not to send sweets, crisps, biscuits and other snack foods. 

• Parents/Guardians: will be informed if the food they are sending in to the service for their child is not 

appropriate.  

Procedure  
• During meal time and snack time FamiliBase early years practitioners will use these times as an opportunity 

to promote and develop social interactions, good table manners and positive behaviour is encouraged.  

• Children will be encouraged to get involved in the setting up of meal and snack times depending on the 

age and abilities.  

• The early years practitioners will sit with children during meal and snack times listen, chat and make this an 

enjoyable social occasion. 

• The early years practitioners will encourage children to make choices, drink and feed themselves during 

meal times this will help to develop each child’s independence. 

• Children are supervised at all times when they are eating. 

Feeding for babies:  
• Parents/Guardians choice is supported  

• Infants will be held upright for bottle feeding, bottles will never be propped. Bottle feeding will be seen as a 

time to build warm, nurturing relationships between baby and adult. We will ensure as much as practicable 

that the same person will feed the baby at each feed.  

• Mothers will be supported to continue breastfeeding their children, breast milk will be labelled and stored in 

the designated fridge and a suitable place within the service will be provided for breastfeeding mothers to feed 

their babies. Breast feeding mothers will be provided with a private space that is warm and has a comfortable 

chair. 
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Feeding for babies:  

• Formula milk feeds for infants will be provided by Parents/Guardians and ready to use. Formula will not 

be made by staff in the service. This is in line with the FSAI’s Bottle Feeding Safely guide. If there is 

an exception to this, it must be approved by management. 

• Our staff will work closely with Parents/Guardians when their baby is being weaned, either off breast milk 

or onto solid feeds.  

• We will Introduce drinks from a feeding beaker or cup from about six months.  

• We will allow children to use their fingers to eat food and help to feed themselves. 

• Spoon-fed babies will be positioned so that they can see other children eating and included in the dining 

experience. 

• Children are supervised at all times when they are eating. 

Allergies:  
• Staff will be made aware if any of the children in our setting have any of the following allergies: - Peanuts and 

tree nuts - Sesame and other seeds - Fish and shellfish - Dairy products - Eggs - Soya - Wasp or bee stings - 

Natural latex rubber - Penicillin and other drugs  

• The 14 top allergens served in the service food will be noted on the daily menu board to inform parents.  

• Prevention measures: Care will be taken to prevent accidental consumption of foods which a child may be 

allergic to. 

• A chart will be kept in each room with the name of the child and the allergy type. If a child’s name/photo needs 

to be displayed in a room for safety purposes, permission will be sought from parents. 

• When preparing food great care will be taken to ensure no allergic food type will come into contact with other 

foods 

• For severe allergic reactions, children may use an injectable adrenaline aka Epi-pen/Anapen/Jext. Staff will be 

trained on their use and what to do in the event of anaphylactic shock. 

Children in crèche for more than 5 hours per session (full day care)  
• At least two meals and snack– breakfast, lunch and snack 

• If children are there for a long day, an evening meal will also be provided.  

Children in crèche for up to 5 hours maximum per session (part-time day care) 
• At least two meals – Breakfast and lunch.  

Children in crèche for up to 3.5 hours per session (sessional pre-school service) 
• One snack  

  

It is the policy of FamiliBase Early Years not to administer ‘Birthday Treats’, of any kind, provided by parents. The 

crèche will celebrate the birthday occasion in a manner suitable to the crèche setting without interfering with eating 

plans or HACCP regulations. 
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Implementation  
 

This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Healthy Eating Policy as part of staff induction. 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Policy on Managing Behaviour 

• Staff Training Policy 

 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 

• Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• Food and Nutrition Guidelines for Preschool Services 

health.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Food-and-Nutrition-Guidelines-for-Pre-School-

Services.pdf  

• Little Bites 

www.safefood.eu/Education/Pre-school/Little-Bites-(ROI)/Healthy-eating.aspx 

• 3 Week Menu Plan 

• Bottle Feeding 

www.indi.ie/images/public_docs/1620_New_Guide_to_Bottle_Feeding.pdf 

• Weaning 

www.safefood.eu/Healthy-Eating/Food-Diet/Life-Stages/Weaning.aspx  

www.safefood.eu/SafeFood/media/SafeFoodLibrary/Documents/Healthy%20Eating/HPM00971.

pdf  

• Safe Food – Make a Start Promotes healthy eating and food safety. Provides free to download resources on a 

range of childhood nutrition topics, including healthy lunchbox ideas. 

www.safefood.eu/Start/Welcome.aspx  

www.ifan.ie  

• Early Childhood Ireland – Nutrition and Regulation 

www.earlychildhoodireland.ie/work/operating-childcare-service/nutrition/nutrition-and-

regulation/  

 

 

 

http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://health.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Food-and-Nutrition-Guidelines-for-Pre-School-Services.pdf
http://health.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Food-and-Nutrition-Guidelines-for-Pre-School-Services.pdf
http://www.safefood.eu/Education/Pre-school/Little-Bites-(ROI)/Healthy-eating.aspx
http://www.indi.ie/images/public_docs/1620_New_Guide_to_Bottle_Feeding.pdf
http://www.safefood.eu/Healthy-Eating/Food-Diet/Life-Stages/Weaning.aspx
http://www.safefood.eu/SafeFood/media/SafeFoodLibrary/Documents/Healthy%20Eating/HPM00971.pdf
http://www.safefood.eu/SafeFood/media/SafeFoodLibrary/Documents/Healthy%20Eating/HPM00971.pdf
http://www.safefood.eu/Start/Welcome.aspx
http://www.ifan.ie/
http://www.earlychildhoodireland.ie/work/operating-childcare-service/nutrition/nutrition-and-regulation/
http://www.earlychildhoodireland.ie/work/operating-childcare-service/nutrition/nutrition-and-regulation/
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B.5 Outdoor Play 

Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is FamiliBase early years recognises the importance of outdoor play and the environment, 

it is a vital space, which offers all children great opportunities for play and learning. Physical play is considered 

important for children’s leaning, cognitive development, mental health and physical development. The outdoor play 

area in FamiliBase Early Years is viewed by all as an extension of the indoor environment. 

This policy has been updated in line with current guidance the HSPC Infection Prevention and Control guidance for 

services providing childcare during the COVID-19 Pandemic,  

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the he Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and the Child Care 

Regulations (The Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendments) Regulations 2016. and the Tusla Quality 

and Regulatory Framework.  

 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

Policy  
The management and staff at FamiliBase will aim to ensure to provide a safe, stimulating outdoor environment the 

outdoor environment provides opportunities for child/child and adult/child interactions. The time will be maximised 

through a well-planned approach based on the children’s emerging interests. The outdoor play will be child led, 

where children will be given the opportunity to explore experiment and take part in risky play in a relaxed and 

natural approach We will enable children to explore a broad balance curriculum and emerging interest both for the 

group and the individual child. The outdoor environment is an invaluable place of learning and engagement and 

has a positive impact on children’s physical and mental wellbeing. 

Location Description and Safety of the Outdoor Area 
The area is located to the front of the building and is approximately 250 square meters. Garden is directly accessed 

through each individual room with an added safety of a fire emergency exit gated, located in the garden. The garden 

consists off all weather green areas which are divided into three spaces. There is also an area for sowing and grown 

off flowers and vegetables which has a child safety rubber kerb. There is a selection of outdoor equipment and 

activities which include some the following, 

• Buddy bench  

• Slides 

• Table and chairs  

• Chalk boards  

• Sand and water trays  

• Selection of equipment and materials required for the children to explore all their interests  

 

https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/8be9f2c0575d621e.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/8be9f2c0575d621e.pdf
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The garden is divided into three areas 
Each care room has its own access to their section of the garden.  

• Garden room  

• Under the sea room  

• Jungle Room  

Children of all ages and abilities have unlimited access to the garden at all times, with the exception of extremely 

poor weather conditions.  

 

All the equipment is at the children’s level and easily accessible to all children. There is a visual inspection of the 

outdoor area each morning and a weekly risk assessment of the area and equipment.  

All Staff are responsible to ensure the adult ratios are maintained and the safety and wellbeing of all children when 

playing outdoors. 

 

Procedure   
 In order to ensure the outdoor environment is a safe for our children the following will be adhered to  

1. The outdoor play area must be checked by a member of staff for safety before any children access the 

outdoor environment. This safety check will include, 

• Ensuring that there are no unsafe/sharp objects on the play surface i.e. stones, glass or debris of any kind or 

animal droppings. 

• Any broken equipment is removed from the garden; the person in charge is informed and documented in 

the risk assessment folder. 

• All equipment is taken out of storage area and placed around the garden. Ensuring it is accessible to all 

children. 

2. Before children are taken out to the garden staff should ensure the following. 

• Children have weather appropriate clothing and their own individual sun cream applied to them. 

• When a child starts in FamiliBase early years each parent is ask to bring in the following, Spare set of clothes, Sun 

hat and Sun cream.  

3. Staff members should place themselves strategically around the play area so that all children can be 

observed, heard and reached quickly, especially when engaging in activities that have a level of 

challenge/risk, for example: 

• In all areas with access to water in tubs, buckets, water tables 

• When children are building and/or climbing high structures  

• When children are using sharp items such as sticks or gardening tools 

4. When returning to their room all staff must ensure each child washes their hands in line with our hand 

washing policy. 

 
While outdoors staff must always be aware of the safety of the children in their care, be vigilant at all times and 

never leave the play area for any reason unless another member of staff has taken over responsibility. 

Staff should complete are goggle form for any health and safety or infection control concerns. Staff should also 

notify the person in charge. 

Staff will ensure to bring out to the garden their own back pack located in each room.in each back pack will be, 
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1. High visibility aprons  

2. Roll book  

3. Box of tissues  

4. Boxes of gloves  

5. Nappy bags  

 

Located in each play garden is hand sanitizer  

Staff should complete are goggle form for any health and safety or infection control concerns. Staff should also 

notify the person in charge. 

 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Outdoor Policy as part of staff induction. 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Risk Management Policy 

• Outings Policy  

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Policy on Accidents and Incidents 

• Settling-In Policy 

• Policy on Managing Behaviour 

• Safety Statement  

• Curriculum Policy 

• Child Protection Policy 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 

▪ Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

▪ Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

▪ Síolta: The National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

▪ Aistear: The Early Childhood Curriculum Framework 

▪ Aistear Síolta Practice Guide – Creating and Using the Learning Environment Self-evaluation Tool 

▪ Early Years Education-focused Inspection (EYEI) Framework (Department of Education and Skills) 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://siolta.ie/
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear-siolta-practice-guide
https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Inspection-Reports-Publications/Early-Years-Education-Reports/


Section C: Discipline and Grievance Procedures   

 

 

 

Section C: Safety   

 

C.1 Administration of Medication Policy  

 

C.2 Accidents and Incidents Policy  

 

C.3 Infection Control Policy  

 

C.4 Changing Nappy Policy 

 

C.5 Toileting Policy 

 

C.6 Washing Hands Policy 

 

C.7 Safe sleep Policy  

 

C.8 Supplementary Risk Management Policy – Employees full policy is located in FamiliBase Employee 

Hand book – Section F: Health and Safety 

 

C.9 Authorisation to Collect Policy  

 

C.10 Outing’s Policy 

 

C.11 CCTV  

  

 

 

 

This policy has been updated in line with current guidance the HSPC Infection Prevention and Control guidance for 
services providing childcare during the COVID-19 Pandemic, the DCYA’s Return to Work Safely Protocol and Tulsa’s 
Children Services  
Regulations Guidance Document for Early Years Services: COVID-19 
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C.1 Administration of Medication   

Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to supporting each child’s well-being. We will work in consultation with parents to 

ensure the safe storage and administration of medication in the event that a child becomes unwell. 

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child Care Act 

1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework. Safety 

Health and Welfare at Work Acts 2005 and 2010 and the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General Application) 

Regulations 2007. 

 

Scope 
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

. 

 

Policy  
FamiliBase early years is committed to supporting each child’s health and well-being. Parents have the prime 
responsibility for their child’s health and are required to provide FamiliBase early years with information about 
their child’s medical needs including information on medicine’s their child needs as well as contact information 
for their child’s GP. FamiliBase Early Years advises parents/guardians to ensure medicines are administered to 
children before arrival at the centre and after they have left when possible. 
The early years manager will discuss and agree with parent/guardians on what would be FamiliBase early years 
role in relation to meeting the child’s medication needs, in accordance with this policy.  
 
The Early Years team are able to make sound decisions in regards to administering medication to a child. This policy 

sets out the procedures to ensure that the administration of medication is carried out in a safe way. It also ensures 

that no child’s care is compromised and no child will have to leave the service because medication is refused or 

delayed. 

FamiliBase Early Years team will work in consultation with parents/guardians to ensure the safe storage and 

administration of medication if: 

• a child is taking prescribed medication, with the prior written permission of their parent(s) or guardian(s) 

• a child is taking non-prescribed medication, with the prior written permission of their parent(s) or guardian 
(s) 

• a child becomes unwell while attending the setting and, only with the prior written permission of their 
parent(s) or guardian(s), is given temperature reducing medication and the service will implement where 
necessary the services measures for managing cases where symptoms of Covid-19 are exhibited.  

 

Individual Care Plan 

In some cases, an Individual Care Plan may have been developed and FamiliBase this ensures that the medication 
required in the plan is given as detailed. The Individual Care Plan may be drawn up by the relevant health care 
professional in conjunction with FamiliBase early years if appropriate. Such a plan will include details of any 
chronic diseases or health issues the child is currently receiving treatment and care for, such as allergies or 
asthma. The plan documents current medications, medical treatments and other therapeutic interventions and 
specifies how the service will meet the child’s needs. If a child has an individual care plan, the plan is available to 
all staff caring for the child. The plan is stored confidentially on the child’s individual file, located in the early years 
office and is only shared with staff on a need to know basis. 
 

http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Legislation/Acts/Safety_Health_and_Welfare_at_Work/
http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Legislation/Acts/Safety_Health_and_Welfare_at_Work/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2007/si/299/made/en/print
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2007/si/299/made/en/print
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Definitions/Glossary 
 

Medication (or 

medicine) 

A medication is a substance that is taken into or placed on the body to cure or treat a 

disease or condition, to relieve symptoms of an illness or to prevent diseases. 

Anti-febrile 

Medication 

Medication used to reduce a raised body temperature. The most common anti-febrile 

medications used are Paracetamol and Ibuprofen.  

Health Care  

Professional 

Can include the child’s general practitioner (GP), dentist, Public Health Nurse (PHN) or 

an allied health professional such as a pharmacist. 

 
 

Parental consent  

• Written parental/ guardians’ permission for temperature reducing/anti-febrile medication administration 
in the event of a child’s high temperature will be obtained on enrolment. The written consent is located 
on the child’s individual file in the early year’s office and on FamiliBase database SID. This permission will 
be reviewed annually. 

• When each child enrolls in FamiliBase early years the medical history of each child will be documented. 
This is located on the child’s individual file in the early year’s office and on FamiliBase database SID. This 
will be updated as needed. 

 

Procedure for children’s prescription medication: 

• Prescription medication is administered only if required.  

• Medication (prescription or non-prescription) will never be administered without written permission from 

Parents/guardians. Parents/guardians must complete the required consent in our administration of 

medication record book, if prescription medication is to be administered. 

• The child must have received the prescription medication for at least 24 hours prior to it being given in 

FamiliBase Early Years. 

• Where a child has a chronic/on-going condition, which requires regular prescription medication, the written 

parental consent and a written care and administration plan will be obtained on enrolment and be reviewed 

regularly (as necessary). FamiliBase Early Years will seek training from medical professionals as needed for 

the administration of prescription medication. Parental consent must be updated when there is any change 

to prescription medication required by a child.  

• All prescription medications received by the service will be stored safely and appropriately in line with 

instructions provided (e.g. in the fridge). The medication will be stored in the main Early Years kitchen. 

Prescription medication provided to the service must always be in date. Prescription medication received, 

administered and returned to the parent/guardian is always recorded by the service. All prescription 

medication must be appropriately labelled with the child’s name. 

Medication Administration Procedure: 
 

• Medication is only administered by staff who have been authorized by the manager/Lead Practitioner 
to do so and who are appropriately trained. 

• Non-prescription medications will be given per the manufacturers’ instructions unless a health care 
professional provides written instructions otherwise. 

• Staff will always read and understand the leaflet enclosed with the medication before administering 
the medication. 
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• Medications are accepted for use only when they are, 

1. Within their expiration period.  
2. The medication must be labelled with the child’s name  
3. Written instructions of prescriber 
4. Any possible side effects 
5. Date and time the medication was last given 
6. In be in their original container. 

 

• Medication is not added to a child’s bottle or food. 

• There is a second named person to witness and check medication and the dosage when it is administered. 

• Ointments for nappy rash are not applied unless for treatment purposes only. 

Before medication is administered the following is checked: 
1. Consent has been received from parent/guardian to administer medication. 
2. The child’s name 
3. Prescribed dose 
4. Expiry date of medication 
5. Written instructions of prescriber 
6. Any possible side effects 
7. Date and time the medication was last given 

 

When administering medication: 
• The appropriate equipment is used to administer the medication e.g. dosing spoon/oral dropper. Measuring 

devices are thoroughly cleaned after each use. 

• The child’s dignity and privacy are ensured as appropriate e.g. if the method of administering the 
medication is not orally. 

• If there is any doubt about any of the procedures, the member of staff will check with parents/guardians or 
a health professional before taking further action. 

 

After administration of medication: 

• Staff involved will keep records each time they administer medication this record is signed by both staff 
members administering the medication. Documented in our administration of medication record book. 

• A record of the outcome of the admin of medication is maintained. For example, were there any adverse 
effects/did the temperature come down? 

• The medication is returned to its appropriate storage in the main kitchen in FamiliBase Early Years. 

 

Incidents involving medication: 

• If a child refuses to take medication – the practitioner will not force a child to take medication, they will 
contact parents/guardians and informed straight away. 

• If there is a mistake when administering medication, manager or person in charge will be informed a 
doctor will be called immediately. 

• Emergency numbers including the national poison line are readily available. 

• The Early years Manager or person in charge will be informed straight away. 
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Emergency medication: 

• An individual care plan is in place for each child in the service who has an allergy/asthma/a condition that 
requires emergency medication. Parents/guardians are responsible for ensuring that emergency 
medication is supplied to FamiliBase Early years and replenished when necessary. 

• If a child requires emergency medication in an anaphylaxis/asthma emergency, the emergency services 
and the child’s parents/guardians are notified as soon as possible. The Manager /Person in charged is 
informed as soon as possible. 

 

Medication administration records: 
The authorized person giving the medication will ensure that they document the medication administration times 
and dosage precisely and have the process witnessed and signed by another authorized member of staff. Any 
administration of medication will be documented in administration of medication record book and signed by 
parents/careers. 
 
The following will be documented by the staff member administering medication: 

 
1. Child’s name 
2. Check that consent was received 
3. Details of medical condition  
4. Details of prescriber  
5. Storage procedure  
6. Check of child’s ID before medication administration  
7. Check that medication within expiry date 
8. Check of administration instructions 
9. The date and time the medication was administered 
10. Route and dose of medication 
11. Signature of person who administered medication and signature of witness 
12. Any side-effects or adverse reactions are recorded  
13. A record will also be kept of the date and time the parent was contacted before the administration of 

medication in the case of anti-febrile or pain-relieving medicines. 

 

Procedure for the Storage of Medications: 

• All medications brought into FamiliBase early years should have child-proof caps and will be stored: 
1. At the proper temperature (according to the label) 
2. Away from food 
3. Out of the reach of children located in the main kitchen in the early years setting  
4. In accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions 
5. With the child’s full name and expiry date on the medication container 

 

• Medications requiring refrigeration will be clearly marked and separated from food in an airtight container 
marked ‘Medications’. Access to the fridge will be restricted to authorized staff only. 

• Inhalers will be stored in the main kitchen in the early years setting in a manner that allows them to be accessed 
quickly in case of emergency they will be labelled with the child’s name. 

• Epi-pens will be stored in an accessible, main kitchen in the early years setting and labelled with the child’s name. 
A copy of parent/guardian consent and the emergency care plan are stored with the epi-pen. 

• Emergency medication is stored in main kitchen in the early years setting. 

• All medication brought in to FamiliBase early years will be labelled with the child’s name.  

• Medicines, creams and ointments are not stored in the first aid box. Medications that are applied to skin are kept 
separate from medications that are injected into the body or taken by mouth. ` 

• The manufacturer’s instructions are followed at all times for the safe storage of medication. 
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Anti-febrile (temperature reducing) medication: 

• COVID-19 Pandemic, children with fevers should not attend Named Service, and if a child develops a 
fever whilst in our care we will follow the procedure for suspected COVID-19 cases as outlined in our 
Infection Control Policy and will only administer anti-febrile medications upon medical advice to do so. 

• FamiliBase Early Years has a supply of anti-febrile medication (Calpol) in liquid suspension form, in child-
proof containers and with the appropriate measuring devices. These medications are stored in 
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions in a safe location that is not accessible to children. Located 
in the main kitchen in the early years setting 

• The date the medication is opened will be clearly labelled on the container.  

• Medications with illegible labels or medications which have been opened over 6 months ago will be 
discarded.  

• Medication in tablet form will never be administered to children less than 5 years of age. 

• Parents/guardians provide written consent on enrolment for anti-febrile medication to be given to their 
child in the event of a high temperature. 

• Parents will be contacted by telephone before these medications are administered, to ensure that the 
correct time frame is adhered to between doses.   

• If a child has a suspected temperature, their temperature will be taken using an infrared, non-contact 
thermometer. The child’s temperature will be recorded and if the body temperature of the child rises 
beyond a safe limit (38 degrees Celsius or higher), an anti-febrile medication will be administered by 
staff. 

• The child’s record form will be checked before administration of anti-febrile medication to ensure that 
there is parental consent and there are no recorded allergies to anti-febrile medication for the child. 

• There is a system in place to identify children who regularly require anti-febrile medication. 
 

 

Emergency contact details: 

• Parents/guardians must provide contact details to FamiliBase Early Years when their child is enrolled. 

• Parents/guardians will be requested to notify FamiliBase early years if their emergency contact details 
change. Emergency contact details for parents/guardians of all children in the service will be kept on file 
and updated as needed.  

• The phone number of the Poison Line, local GP, Pharmacist and Public Health Nurse are readily available 
to all staff. Emergency contact numbers 999 or 112 are available to staff and there is always a working 
phone on the premises. 

• In the event of an emergency an ambulance will be called. The parents/guardians of a child will be informed 
immediately.  

 

Sunscreen: 

• Sunscreen supplied by parents does not require consent. Sunscreen supplied by parents is labelled with the 
child’s name and is only used for that child. 

• A record of when sunscreen is applied is kept for all children.  

• Sunscreen is stored out of children’s reach and labelled with the date it was first opened. 

• Sunscreen is brought on outings as needed. 
 

 

 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Administration of medication as part of staff induction. 
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Related Policies, Procedures and Forms 

• Policy on Accidents and Incidents  

• Outings Policy 

• Illness, Exclusions and Immunisations Policy 

• Medication Administration Record 

• Medication Administration Consent Form 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 

• Child Care Act 1991(Early Years Services) Regulations 2016  and Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) 

(Amendment) Regulations 2016 

• Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
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 C.2 Supplemental Accident and Incident    

Purpose  
FamiliBase is committed to minimising the risk of accident and incident for children, their families and our team.  In 

the event of an accident/incident/illness our team will be prepared to manage it swiftly, calmly and appropriately.  

All accidents/incidents/illness and treatments will be documented and reported. 

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child Care Act 

1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework. Safety 

Health and Welfare at Work Acts 2005 and 2010 and the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General Application) 

Regulations 2007. 

 

Scope 
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase. . 

 

Policy  

• We collect information about every child’s medical history upon enrolment. 

• On enrolment, families are asked if their child has any dietary restrictions, allergies, additional needs or 

health concerns (food, sun cream, asthma etc). Notification to the team of changes in these circumstances 

throughout the year is the responsibility of the family. 

• FamiliBase will continue to monitor the health of each child throughout their time in our setting through 

the collection of Illness Reports, Medication Authorisation Forms, Doctor’s Certificates and other records. 

• Childcare environments involve many close physical interactions among children and adults each day. No 

matter how thorough staff are with implementing our Infection Control Policy, children in long day care 

are at risk of infection because they have: 

1. close contact with a wide range of children and adults in closed spaces for long periods of time 

2. previously had little exposure to many common infectious diseases 

3. increased contact with materials (toys, toilets etc.) that might be infectious 

4. characteristic behaviours which contribute more readily to the spread of infections e.g. putting 

toys in mouth, lack of toilet training, lack of control over bodily secretions and inability to 

correctly wash hands. 

Controlling the spread of infection within FamiliBase early years requires participation from both staff and 

families. 

Measures to be taken to prevent accidents and incidents: 

• We have appointed a First Aid Officer (located on our weekly roaster) and a Health & Safety Officer 

(facilities manager). 

• At least one member of staff who holds an up to date First Aid Certificate is on the premises at all times. 

• Adult child ratios are maintained at all times and children are Supervised appropriately. 

• We have a Health & Safety Policy & procedure, a Risk Management policy and we carryout regular risk 

assessments both indoors and outdoors. 

• A Training schedule is provided for all staff to maintain their levels of qualifications and renew training 

when it due as per regulations and legislation. 

http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Legislation/Acts/Safety_Health_and_Welfare_at_Work/
http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Legislation/Acts/Safety_Health_and_Welfare_at_Work/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2007/si/299/made/en/print
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2007/si/299/made/en/print
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• Our building, equipment and materials are well maintained, and there is a policy and procedure in place 

to ensure any defects are dealt with immediately (google forms). 

• All staff are familiar with the policies and procedures In FamiliBase early year’s. 

A fully stocked first aid box is provided with a content’s checklist, easily identifiable in each care room. 

 

Children are allowed to engage in risky play and explore the limits of their bodies. While injuries can happen during 

any type of play, the following are ways to help prevent injuries: 

• Opportunities for children to release anger in acceptable ways are provided. Running outside, kicking 

balls, and other physical play allows children to let off steam. Outdoor play in general helps to keep 

children engaged and calm. 

• Coping skills are taught and reinforced.  

• Children are encouraged and supported to express feelings verbally.  

• Clear limits are set for children's behavior. The children are involved in deciding those limits so that 

they understand their purpose. Parents are made aware of the limits. 

• It is explained to a child who is showing aggressive behavior how the aggressive actions affect the 

other person.  

• A child's aggressive behavior will be redirected where possible by, for example, engaging the child in 

play or activity that interests the child.  

•  

Procedure to be followed in the event of an accident or incident: 

• Immediate First Aid is to be administered. 

• The person trained in First Aid for Children is to make an initial assessment of the injury to ascertain 

whether medical attention is required. 

• The child is to remain under continuous adult supervision and be comforted until the child recovers 

or the child’s parents/guardians or the parent’s nominated emergency person takes charge of the 

child. 

• In the case of a more serious accident, the child must not be moved and must be kept warm. 

• If an ambulance is needed the person administering First Aid must ask the manager or designated 

person in charge to call for the ambulance. 

• The manager or person in charge will contact the child's parents/guardians or, if they can’t be 

reached, their named emergency contact person to advise them of the incident.  

• The manager or person in charge will arrange for emergency relief cover so that one member of the 

staff team can accompany the child in the ambulance if necessary. 

• If the child has to go to the hospital before the parents/guardians arrive, an adult known to the child 

must accompany the child and stay until a parent/guardian arrives.  

• The manager or designated person in charge is to decide which staff member should accompany the 

child. 

• A parent/guardian is to be asked to sign an accident/incident report form as soon as possible to 

confirm their notification of the accident/incident. 

 

The accident will be investigated as soon as possible and all necessary corrective and preventative actions to 

eliminate the risk of recurrence will be taken immediately. Following the investigation, all information will be 

reviewed to determine if there is a need for a change in policy and/or practice. 

It is essential that clear records and any supporting documentary, CCTV or photographic evidence is kept.  
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Reporting & Record Keeping:  
All Accidents (minor or major) and Incidents will be recorded in the Accident & Incident Book, counter signed by 

the Manager or First Aid Officer, shared with parents and signed and a copy kept on the child’s individual file, as 

well as in the Accident & Incident Book and stored on the premises until the child reaches the age of 21. Some 

accidents must be reported to the insurance company at the time of the accident, this will be decided between 

facilities and the early years manager. All accidents & incidents will be reviewed in line with our Health & Safety 

Policy. 

Follow up contact with the child’s parents/guardians 
Out of concern for all of the children and families attending the FamiliBase Early Years, where there is a case of an 

accident/incident involving a child we would will contact the child’s parent on the day following the 

accident/incident to know how the child is recovering and if we can be of any support. 

 

Reporting to Tusla Early Years Inspectorate  
In addition, a Notification of Incident Form is completed and submitted to Tusla Early Years Inspectorate. The form 

used is available at www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/notification-of-incidents-form/    

 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Supplementary accident and incident policy as part of staff induction. 

 

Related Internal Policy and Procedure 
The following documents in FamiliBase employee handbook, should be read in conjunction with the Supplemental 

Accident and incident policy and procedure. 

G.20 Accident, Incidence and Illness Policy and Procedure Forms  
 

The following documents in FamiliBase early years handbook, should be read in conjunction with the Supplemental 

Accident and incident policy and procedure. 

• Outings Policy 

• Policy on Safe Sleep 

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Policy on Managing Behaviour 

• Risk Management Policy 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  

• Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 

• Child Care Act 1991 

• Child Care Act 1991(Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• Health and Safety at Work Acts 2005 and 2010 and the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work 

(General Application) Regulations 2007 

 

http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/notification-of-incidents-form/
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CRC.aspx
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/1991/act/17/enacted/en/html
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Legislation/Acts/Safety_Health_and_Welfare_at_Work/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2007/si/299/made/en/print
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2007/si/299/made/en/print
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C.3 Infection Control 
Purpose  
The purpose of this policy and procedure is to minimise the spread of infection for staff and children through the 

implementation of controls which reduce the transmission and spread of germs. This policy has been updated in 

line with current guidance. This policy has been updated in line with current guidance the HSPC Infection Prevention 

and Control guidance for services providing childcare during the COVID-19 Pandemic, the DCYA’s Return to Work 

Safely Protocol and Tusla’s Children Services Regulations Guidance Document for Early Years Services: COVID-19 

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the he Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and the Child Care 

Regulations (The Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendments) Regulations 2016. and the Tusla Quality 

and Regulatory Framework 

 

 Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase., 

 

Policy 
We aim to promote and maintain the health of children and staff through the control of infectious illnesses. We aim 

to control infection by providing on-going infection control training for staff (handwashing, food hygiene, cleaning). 

Exclusion guidelines as recommended by the Preschool Environmental Health Officer apply in the case of all 

suspected infectious conditions. These guidelines will be distributed to all parents and staff. Parents will be informed 

should staff, children or visitors to the centre report the presence of any contagious condition to the Early Years. 

Reporting/Recording of illness: 

• A contingency plan is in place should an outbreak of an infectious disease occur. All staff roles and 

responsibilities regarding reporting procedures are clearly defined. 

• Staff will report any infectious illness to the Manager or person in charge. 

• The Manager will report an outbreak of any infectious disease to the HSE Preschool Environmental Health 

Officer and the Public Health Department. 

• The Manager will record all details of illness reported to them by staff or reported by parents of a child 

attending the Service. These details will include the name, date of birth, Symptoms, dates and duration of 

illness. 

Exclusion from the Service: 

• Children/staff will be excluded from the service based on the timeframes outlined in the Preschool EHO 

exclusion criteria and infection and control guidance. 

• A doctor’s certificate may be required for certain conditions to ensure they are no longer contagious 

before children return to the service. 

•  Children/staff should remain at home if they are suffering from general diarrhoea or vomiting until 48 

hours after being symptom free. 

•  Children will be excluded from the service for 24hr if a temperature occurs. 

•  Children will be excluded from the service for 24hrs from starting an antibiotic. 

 

 

https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/8be9f2c0575d621e.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/8be9f2c0575d621e.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/588eb944b2e5a65a.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/588eb944b2e5a65a.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/a07b466a23ee69c5.pdf
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Risk assessments 
Daily risk assessments will always be undertaken by staff to assess if activities, actions or environments posts risks 

from an infection control standpoint to the children and staff of FamiliBase Early Years. 

An Organisational risk assessment is carried out by an external contractor and our COVID representative and health 

and safety officers update the early year’s manager and the team when required. 

 

Hand Hygiene: 
Please referee to our hand hygiene policy  

 

Toilets and toileting  

• Toilet areas, including toilet handles, doors, toilet seats and wash hand basins are cleaned frequently 

throughout the day in accordance with the cleaning schedule and immediately if soiled. 

• These areas are cleaned each morning before children and staff arrive.  

Please refer to our toileting policy  

  

Nappy Changing area  

• Please referrer to our nappy changing policy  

 

Personal protective clothing 

• Protective clothing is used when required (gloves, aprons and masks). These are located in the early year’s 

office and in toilets, out of reach of children. Should staff require additional PPE, they complete a google 

form and facilities will arrange for the early years. 

Bodily Fluid Spillage 

• Spills of blood, vomit, urine or excreta will be cleaned up as quickly as possible. The area will be 

sectioned off if possible until the spill has been dealt with. 

•  Disposable plastic gloves and aprons are worn when cleaning up any bodily fluid spillage. Paper towels 

are used to clean up spillages and placed directly into a plastic bag for disposal. 

• Tesco antibacterial spray is used for cleaning and disinfection of bodily fluid and spillages. 

• If accidental contact does occur, the skin, eyes or mouth should be flushed with cold water. 

• Disposable paper towels and gloves are disposed of in a plastic bag and sealed. 

 

 

 

 

Extreme care must be taken in cleaning up bodily fluids using Standard Precautions. 

It should be assumed that blood is infectious, regardless of its source. 
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Cleaning 

• All staff is aware of their role in maintaining high standards of hygiene. 

• FamiliBase reinforces good practice regarding keeping the environment and premises clean and safe. 

• All areas are cleaned regularly keeping the premises clean and safe. 

•  Toilets and contact surfaces are cleaned daily and when required. 

• Daily records are kept on the cleaning schedules. 

• Our premises are free from pests and rodents and we have a contract with an external agent who checks our 
premises. 

• We carry and maintain a good stock of cleaning products and tools to ensure that hygiene practices can be carried 
out at all times. Adequate supplies for cleaning are provided to be used, like clean cloths, gloves, aprons, mops, 
buckets. 

Toys and Equipment 

• Toys and equipment will be cleaned for each care room and documented. 

• Toys and equipment will be cleaned with hot water and antibacterial spray at the end of each session. 

• Within the rooms any mouthed toys are removed and sterilized after each child. 

• Toys and equipment are not shared between care rooms Unless they have been sterilised before they are 

taken and before they are returned 

Laundry 

• Each child has their own sleep mats, cot and linen, these are not shared between children. 

• Linen used for cots and sleep mats are washed daily.  

•  Linen is washed in the hottest washing cycle of the washing machine. 

• Gloves and aprons are used when handling soiled linen. 

• Soiled linen is washed separately at the hottest wash the fabric will tolerate. 

• Children’s soiled clothing is placed in a plastic bag sealed and sent home with parents/guardians. 

 

Kitchen  
The kitchen within FamiliBase early years is cleaned on a daily bases and all HACCP and cleaning documentation is 

located in the kitchen. 

• Staff always wear gloves when preparing and serving food and wash hands after removing gloves 

• Staffs always wash their hands after prepping food and removing waste food and materials. 

•  Perishable food is kept in a refrigerator, between temperatures of 0 and 5 Celsius. Any perishable food left 
at room temperature for more than 2 hours will be discarded safely. 

 

Procedure for Managing an infectious illness 

• Children are encouraged to cover their nose and mouth with a tissue before sneezing or coughing. Hands 
are washed after blowing noses, sneezing or coughing. 

• Staff will report any illness to the manager/designated person in charge. 

• Unwell children, with a temperature and/or specific signs and symptoms, will be excluded from the service 
until a diagnosis can be made. Staff can and will use their discretion when admitting a child back into 
FamiliBase, if they believe the child is still ill and cannot take part in their usual activities. 

• Any child is displaying symptoms such as a cough, fever or breathing difficulties will not attend the service 
(COVID-19) 

• Parents are advised to contact the service as soon as possible if their child is unwell and unable to attend. 
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Procedure for Managing an infectious illness 

• Children should remain at home if they are suffering from general diarrhoea or vomiting for at least 48 
hours. 

• A plan will be drawn up to help prevent the spread of the illness and the HSE guidelines: Managing an 
infectious disease will be followed.  

• Communication will issue to parents if there is an infectious disease circulating within the service. 
 

It is the responsibility of the parent to notify FamiliBase Early Years if their child has an infectious/contagious 

condition. The FamiliBase Early Years cannot accept the care of the child until they have been medically treated and 

the condition is no longer contagious. The parents of other children must be informed of any infectious or 

contagious conditions. Please see below a list of common infectious illness and the exclusion period. It is common 

practice to request a medical clearance certificate from a doctor following some contagious illnesses. There is also 

a list of notifiable diseases is available from the HSE. Management of Infectious Disease in Childcare Facilities and 

Other Childcare Settings (2012) Preschool and Childcare Facility Subcommittee Health Protection Surveillance 

Centre (HPSC)). 

 

 

Procedure for Managing an infectious illness 
Any child ill with fever, headache and vomiting must be sent home as soon as their parents/guardians can be 

contacted. Parents will be advised to contact their doctor immediately. 

 

If there is any significant delay in contacting parents/guardians of the child with fever, headache and vomiting,  

 

1. CALL AN AMBULANCE and then continue to try to contact the child’s parents/guardians. A child with fever, 

headache and vomiting must not be allowed to wait indefinitely in FamiliBase Early Years.  

2. In addition to these symptoms, children with meningococcal infection often develop a rash that starts as 

red spots but will progress to purple freckles and blotches, and even bruising. If this occurs CALL AN 

AMBULANCE, GET MEDICAL ATTENTION first and then contact the parents/guardians. 

http://www.hpsc.ie/a-z/lifestages/childcare/File,13444,en.pdf
http://www.hpsc.ie/a-z/lifestages/childcare/File,13444,en.pdf
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Dealing with Suspected COVID-19 Cases in FamiliBase  
If a child/staff in FamiliBase feels unwell and develops symptoms:  

If a child/staff develops any symptoms relating COVID – 19, staff will ensure the following steps are followed, 

 
1. Parent/guardians will be called and asked to collect their child as soon as possible. 

2. The child’s temperature will be taken. 

3. A staff member will remain with the child at all times until parent/guardian arrives. Due to the nature of 

COVID-19 physical distance will be need to be retained as much as possible, and the staff member will 

need to wear PPE, which is located in the rooms at all times. 

4. If there is an emergency, staff will call an ambulance, and explain that the child is unwell with symptoms 
of COVID-19.  

 

When there is a confirmed case of COVID-19 in FamiliBase the following will be 

implemented 
1. We advise all individuals with symptoms of COVID-19 to contact their GP/HSE for further advice. 

2. FamiliBase will liaise with local Public Health staff of the HSE to discuss the case and seek advice when 

necessary on any actions or precautions that should be taken. 

3. FamiliBase will notify Tusla Early Years Inspectorate of any confirmed case of COVID-19 in the service.  

4. An assessment of FamiliBase Early Years setting may occur and will be undertaken by HSE public health 

staff. 

5. Advice on the management of children and staff who came into contact with the case will base on this 

assessment. 

6. The HSE Public Health staff may also be in contact individually with anyone who has been in contact with 

the case to provide them with appropriate advice. 

7. Cleaning of FamiliBase Early Years setting will commence following HPSC advice and guidance. 

8. Symptomatic are advised to self-isolate and arrange to get tested for COVID-19. 

9. We will advise confirmed COVID-19 cases to continue to self-isolate at home not return to FamiliBase 

until they are advised that it is safe to do so. 

10. Close contacts of a confirmed case, we will ask the person /family to seek advice 

From their GP or the HSE. 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Infection Control Policy as part of staff induction. 
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Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  
 

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Health and Safety Policy 

• Nappy Changing and Toileting Policy and Procedures 

• Tusla Notification of Incidents Form 

• Handwashing Procedures. 

  

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 

• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Management of Infectious Disease in Childcare Facilities and Other Childcare Settings (2012) 

and Appendices 

• Guidance on Infection Control in Schools and other Childcare Settings (2016) Public Health 

England produced with the assistance of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health. 

  

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.hpsc.ie/a-z/lifestages/childcare/File,13444,en.pdf
http://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/Guidance_on_infection_control_in%20schools_poster.pdf
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C.4 Nappy changing 

Purpose  
FamiliBase Early Years believes nappy changing is a time for both key worker and child to develop a bond while 

providing a safe and clean environment to carry out nappy changing. 

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the Childcare Act Regulations 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and the Child Care 

Regulations (The Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendments) Regulations 2016. and the Tusla Quality and 

Framework. 

 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase. .  

 

Policy  
FamiliBase Early Years will ensure the child’s dignity is respected and that it is a positive experience for both staff 

member and child. FamiliBase early years staff members are responsible for the personal care of children and will 

undertake their duties in a professional manner at all times. All hygiene and safety practices used in the service are 

consistent at all times. 

. This policy has been updated in line with current guidance the HSPC Infection Prevention and Control guidance 

for services providing childcare during the COVID-19 Pandemic, and Tusla’s Children Services Regulations Guidance 

Document for Early Years Services: COVID-19 

 

 

Nappy Changing area  

• The nappy changing areas are well ventilated. 

• There are three hand wash basins in each nappy changing area; these have hot and cold running water and 

access to liquid soap and paper towels. 

• Children’s nappies and other items are stored in individual baskets and labelled. 

• Children are never left unattended in the nappy changing are 

• Never move away from the child while they are on the change table even for an instant. 

Procedure for changing a nappy 

• All children will be informed when it’s time to change their nappy. 

• Staff will ask children to change their nappies, if a child is comfortable with a certain staff member we will 

always try to ensure there available to change the nappy. 

• Children’s nappies will be changed at regular intervals or when required. 

• Staff will use nappy changing time as social interactions with each child. 

• Before taken a child to have their nappy changed, ensure the changing room is equipped with nappies, 

wipes, cream if needed, nappy bags, apron, gloves and spare clothes if needed. 

 

https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/8be9f2c0575d621e.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/8be9f2c0575d621e.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/a07b466a23ee69c5.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/a07b466a23ee69c5.pdf
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Procedure for changing a nappy 

• Wear a disposable plastic apron. 

• Disposable gloves must be worn. 

• Place/assist the child onto the change table.  

• Keep everything that could be a safety hazard out of the child’s reach. 

• Remove any clothes with urine or faeces on them. Place in a nappy bag to go home. 

• Remove the nappy and dispose of it by placing it directly in the appropriate bin. 

• Clean the child with the appropriate wipes – always ensure that girls are cleaned from front to back to 

prevent infection of the urethra. 

• Check for, and plan to record, any skin problems the child may have. To communicate with families. 

• Apply cream/lotion, if required. Ensure creams and lotions are not shared between children. 

• Put on the new/clean nappy. 

• Remove gloves and apron. First remove one glove by folding it down from the wrist and hold it in a ball in 

the other gloved hand. Still holding it, remove the second glove by folding it down from the wrist, turning 

it inside out and wrapping it over the first glove as you go. Put the gloves directly into the bin. 

• Dress the child. 

• Take the child away from the change table and wash their hands or allow them to wash their own hands 

and dry them using a paper towel. 

• Take the child back to the play area. 

• Clean the change mat with detergent and warm water and dry it after each use. If soiled, clean then disinfect 

using a chlorine-based disinfectant (according to manufacturer’s instructions), rinse and dry after use.  

• Always wash hands after every nappy change using warm water and liquid soap. Wearing gloves is not a 

substitute for washing hands. 

• Dry hands with a disposable paper towel. 

 

Keep changing area clean: 
 

• All surfaces must be cleaned and disinfected daily (including nappy changing unit and surrounding 

surfaces). 

• The changing mat/s must be checked on a regular basis and discarded if the cover is torn or cracked. 

• Ensure the nappy changing area is well ventilated and bins are emptied daily. 

• Children’s baskets are checked at the end of each week for nappies, wipes and cream if required. 

Change gloves: 

• After caring for each child. 

• After doing different care activities on the same child. 

• Wash hands after gloves are removed. 
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Encourage older children in nappies to be as independent as possible: 

• In accessing the changing area/table. 

• Dressing themselves.  

• Washing and drying their hands. 

• In decisions around when nappies are changed. 

Guidance for nappy changing on outings 

• Advance consideration must be given to arrangements for offsite activities. 

• The risk assessment procedure for outing will include nappy changing facilities. 

• Every child’s right to privacy will be respected and children will be changed only in an appropriate place 

where their privacy and dignity can be maintained.   

• This area will be clean, warm and safe.  

• Appropriate facilities must be available – such as a changing mat, child’s toilet seat or potty. 

• Parents are asked to provide all necessary consumables which could include: nappies, baby wipes, nappy 

sacks, and plastic bags for soiled clothing.  

• Changes of clothing must also be made available by parents. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Nappy changing Policy as part of staff induction. 
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Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Infection Control Policy 

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Child Protection Policy 

• Nappy Changing Procedure 

• Hand washing Procedure 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  
 

• Tusla: Quality Regulatory Framework 

• Síolta the National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

• Aistear: The Early Childhood Curriculum Framework 

• Nappy changing facilities for early learning and childcare services: information to support 

improvement Scottish Care Inspectorate June 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://siolta.ie/
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear
https://hub.careinspectorate.com/media/745591/nappy-changing-guidance-for-early-years-and-childcare-services-june-2018.pdf
https://hub.careinspectorate.com/media/745591/nappy-changing-guidance-for-early-years-and-childcare-services-june-2018.pdf
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C.5 Toileting 

Purpose  
FamiliBase Early Years understands that toileting is a time of learning for children and all children must be treated 

respectfully and sensitively when using the toilet. 

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the he Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and the Child Care 

Regulations (The Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendments) Regulations 2016. and the Tusla Quality 

and Regulatory FrameworkTusla’s Children Services Regulations Guidance Document for Early Years Services: 

COVID-19 

 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

. 

Policy  
FamiliBase Early Years aims to ensure that toileting is a positive experience while that a high standard of hygiene is 

promoted at all times 

 

Toileting 
For children who are toilet trained or training 

• Each morning ensuring there is enough toilet paper, hand soap and paper towels. 

• At the end of each week ensure to update families if additional spare clothes are required. Or children may 

have grown out of them. 

• Always inspect the toilet area (including toilet seats) before they are used by the children and during the 

day to make sure they are visibly clean. 

• If needed, help children use the toilet and wash their hands afterwards. 

• Wash your hands after helping the children use the toilet. 

Supporting families to toilet train their children  
All toilet training and toileting related decisions and plans are made in partnership with parents. 

• We ask the families to start the training at home, the period of training at home will depend on each 

family/child circumstance. 

• We will offer support and advice when required this may include the words and the practices used in 

FamiliBase Early Years toileting. 

• When children start the training in the early years we will ensure we have sufficient amount of clothing. 

Families are encouraged to provide children who are toilet trained or training with clothes that make it 

easier for them to toilet independently, for example, elasticated pants that are easy to pull up and down. 

• Childs key worker will be kept informed  

• Child will be offered additional support with toileting  

https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/a07b466a23ee69c5.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/a07b466a23ee69c5.pdf
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Toileting accidents 
 

When a child who is not using nappies wets or soils themselves accidentally, they are cleaned 

immediately. 

Staff is responsible to check the child regularly to ensure that they are clean and dry. Staff will remind the child if 

they would like to use the toilet throughout the day. 

• The member of the staff taking the child to the toilet area 

• Reassuring the child  

• Helping the child to remove their soiled clothes and clean their skin 

• Helping the child to dress in the child’s own spare clothes 

• Wrapping soiled clothes in plastic bags (double wrapping if necessary) to give to parents to take home.  

• Staff will always wear PPE while dealing with soiled clothes. 

 

Child Protection 
Cameras, Tablets and smartphones are never to be taken into the changing area or the toilet area. 

 

Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Toileting Policy as part of staff induction. 

  

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Infection Control Policy 

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Child Protection Policy 

• Nappy Changing Procedure 

• Hand washing Procedure 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  
 

• Tusla: Quality Regulatory Framework 

• Síolta the National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

• Aistear: The Early Childhood Curriculum Framework 

• Nappy changing facilities for early learning and childcare services: information to support 

improvement Scottish Care Inspectorate June 2018 

http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://siolta.ie/
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear
https://hub.careinspectorate.com/media/745591/nappy-changing-guidance-for-early-years-and-childcare-services-june-2018.pdf
https://hub.careinspectorate.com/media/745591/nappy-changing-guidance-for-early-years-and-childcare-services-june-2018.pdf
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C.6 Hand Washing 

Purpose  

Hand washing is the single most important way to prevent the spread of infection. Good handwashing hygiene is 

the most effective way of preventing transmission of Infection  

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the he Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and the Child Care 

Regulations (The Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendments) Regulations 2016.. and the Tusla Quality 

and Regulatory Framework. Tusla’s Children Services Regulations Guidance Document for Early Years Services: 

COVID-19 

 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and families whom access the services of FamiliBase early years 

 

Policy  
FamiliBase Early Years aims to keep children happy and healthy by supporting the children to understand the 

importance of hand washing., and staff will support children in using the proper technique for hand washing 

appropriate to their age. 

 

 

Procedure  

• Hand washing facilities are always available for children and include hot (not exceeding 43degrees) and 

cold water, liquid soap and paper hand towels. 

• Hand washing facilities are available in all toilets, nappy changing areas, kitchens, and the three care rooms  

• Staff encourages children to wash their hands after using the toilet, before eating any food and after playing 

outside.  

• Guidelines on hand washing are displayed in FamiliBase Early years. These guidelines incorporate visual 

images that are appropriate for staff and children. 

Children wash their hands 

• on arrival and before they leave the FamiliBase   

• After using the toilet, nappy changing  

• Before eating  

• After playing outside. 

• When dirty  

 

 

 

 

https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/a07b466a23ee69c5.pdf
https://first5.gov.ie/userfiles/files/download/a07b466a23ee69c5.pdf
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Staff must wash their hands: 

• On arrival and before departure of play pods  

• Before preparing or serving food 

• Before feeding children  

• Before eating or drinking 

• After going to the toilet 

• After assisting children at the toilet 

• After nappy changing 

• After dealing with any body fluids 

• After cleaning procedures 

• After caring for sick children 

• After handling soiled clothing or items 

• After dealing with waste 

• After removing disposable gloves and/or aprons. 

• After garden time  

Remember:  
• Hands are washed with warm water and liquid soap. 

• Cuts are covered with water proof plasters.  

• Nails of staff are clean and short. 

• Nail polish is not acceptable. 

Hand washing technique:  
• Wet hands under hot water (not exceeding 430 C for children to prevent scalding), 

• Apply liquid soap, rub vigorously paying particular attention to palms, backs, wrists, fingernails and fingers and 

rubbing between each finger and around the thumbs, 

• Rinse, dry thoroughly using disposable paper towels and turn off taps using the paper towel. (there are visual 

aids throughout the setting). 
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Implementation  
This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website  Familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Hand washing Policy as part of staff induction. 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  
 

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Health and Safety Policy 

• Nappy Changing and Toileting Policy and Procedures 

• Tusla Notification of Incidents Form 

• List of Notifiable Illnesses 

• Exclusion periods for infectious Illnesses 

• Blood and Body Fluid Spillages Procedures 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 

• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Management of Infectious Disease in Childcare Facilities and Other Childcare Settings (2012) 

and Appendices 

• Guidance on Infection Control in Schools and other Childcare Settings (2016) Public Health 

England produced with the assistance of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.hpsc.ie/a-z/lifestages/childcare/File,13444,en.pdf
http://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/Guidance_on_infection_control_in%20schools_poster.pdf
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C.7 Safe Rest and Sleep Policy 

Purpose  
FamiliBase recognises the importance of sleep and rest for all children in the service. We will ensure children get 

sleep and rest when they may need it regardless of their age.  

Principe  

This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child Care Act 

1991 Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Early Years Inspectorate Quality 

Regulatory Framework.    

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

Policy  
FamiliBase early years work with the families on their child’s sleep/rest patterns and will always work in the best 

interest of the children. In keeping with best practice, we will also ensure that the cots /sleep mats we use are 

inspected regularly and maintained to a high standard. This policy is available and communicated to all parents. 

Staff will be given clear guidance on appropriate safe sleep practices at induction. Staff whom care for children in 

FamiliBase Early Years are knowledgeable regarding safe sleep requirements and follow the required safe sleep 

practices. On-going safe sleep training is available to all staff. 

Rest and Sleep Procedure 
 

Safe Sleep Practices for children under 2 years: 
Children under two years of age have access to a standard cot which will be located away from the main play 

areas. These cots meet EU safety standards. We have 6 of standard cots in FamiliBase Early Years; these cots are 

located in a separate sleep room. 

All mattresses in FamiliBase Early Years comply with EU/CE standards and have no more than a 2.5 cm gap 

between the mattress and the cot bars. In addition, the cot mattresses have a waterproof covering.  

Cot mattresses are cleaned (disinfected) after each use. 

Cots and mattresses are checked on a monthly basis to ensure they are in good condition, clean and fit for 

purposes. Cots and mattresses are replaced as needed.  

Each morning a staff member from the garden room will ensure air conditioner unit is turned on and this is 

switched off at the end of each day. 

  

Laundry if a child is diagnosed with COVID-19 – All bed sheets from cots will be removed immediately and will be 

washed at the highest temperature that the material can stand. Items will be tumble dried using a hot setting.  

 

Procedure for children under 2 years  
1) All children under 2 years will be put to sleep in a cot 

2) Children will always be put on their backs 

3) Feet will be placed at the foot of the cot 

4) Children’s clothes are loose and light 

5) No bibs in the cot 
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Procedure for children under 2 years  
• No bottles in the cot 

• No quilts, pillows or cot bumpers  

• No comforters or soft toys in cot 

• Only cellular blankets are used  

• Soother must not be attached to chains or clothing 

• Head never covered 

• Controls are implemented to ensure the child does not overheat during sleep. 

• Sleep log recorded every 10 minutes staff will document each child’s   

1. Time of the check 

2. Who carried out the check 

3. The sleep position of the child 

4. Any change in the child’s skin colour 

5. Any change in the child’s breathing pattern 

• Wall mounted thermometer to record room temperatures – Temperature should be between 16 -20 

degrees Celsius. The temperature will be check and documented before a child is put into a cot and during 

rest time. 

• No cots adjacent to a heater, curtains, blinds or anything which is a danger to the child. 

• Wall mounted thermometer to record room temperatures – Temperature should be between 16 -20 

degrees Celsius. The temperature will be check and documented before a child is placed in a cot and during 

rest time.  

• Spacing of 0.5 meters per child/cot will be accommodated. 

• Children will not sleep in bouncers or on cushions or mats. A cot should always be provided. 

• Each child will have a designated cot and designated bed linen, under no circumstance should children 

share bed linen. 

• Children’s bed sheets are laundered after each use. Used bed sheets are not stored with clean bed sheets. 

• Cot mattresses are cleaned (disinfected) after each use 

• Cots and mattresses are checked on a monthly basis to ensure they are in good condition, clean and fit for 

purposes. Cots and mattresses are replaced as needed.  

• Laundry if a child is diagnosed with COVID-19 – All bed sheets from cots will be removed immediately and 

will be washed at the highest temperature that the material can stand. Items will be tumble dried and ironed 

using a hot setting/ steam iron if required.  

Safe Sleep Practices for children over 2 years: 

• Children over two years of age will have access to a sleeping mat. These meet EU safety standards. We have a 
sleeping mat for each child. 

• Sleeping mats will be washed/disinfected after each use. 

• Children’s bed sheets are laundered after each use. Used bed sheets are not stored with clean bed sheets. 

• Sleeping mats and beds are spaced at least 50 centimetres (half a meter) apart for children from the same play 
pod otherwise they will be arranged to so that there is physical distance between groups of children from 
different pods.  

• staff can easily manoeuvre around the sleeping mat to provide for the children’s care needs. 

• Staff will ensure no objects of strangulation or choking are present in or near the sleeping area. For example, 
soother cords.  

• Mats are checked on a monthly basis to ensure they are in good condition, clean and fit for purposes. Cots and 
mattresses are replaced as needed.  
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Laundry if a child is diagnosed with COVID-19 – All bed sheets from Mats will be removed immediately and will be 

washed at the highest temperature that the material can stand. Items will be tumble dried using a hot setting 

 

Procedure for children over 2 years  
• Sleep log recorded every 10 minutes staff will document each child’s   

• Time of the check 

• Who carried out the check 

• The sleep position of the child 

• Any change in the child’s skin colour 

• Any change in the child’s breathing pattern 

• Wall mounted thermometer to record room temperatures – Temperature should be between 16 -20 

degrees Celsius. The temperature will be check and documented before a child is on a mat and during rest 

time 

• Children enrolled on a full-time basis will be offered sleep or rest as part of the daily routine 

• Children enrolled on a part time basis may be offered rest if required  

• The rest/sleep time routine will be predictable for children and activities preceding this will be relaxing and 

a “wind down”. 

• Relaxing music is played when the children are settling for the rest/sleep 

• Children are encouraged to settle themselves with staff available if they require comfort 

• Children who do not sleep will be asked to rest quietly for a maximum of 20minutes 

• Children who do not sleep are educated on respecting their friends that sleep and are offered alternative 

activities if they do not sleep 

• Staff must ensure there are no items that pose danger or strangulation in the area 

• All sleeping practices have been discussed with the local fire officer and comply with fire safety 

requirements 

• Staff must ensure that fire exits are kept clear during sleep times and are not blocked by bed 

 

 

Procedure for managing an emergency if a sleeping child is unresponsive: 
  

1. First aid is administered, and the emergency services are contacted. 
2. The Manager or the person who is in charge at that time notifies the child’s parents/guardians as soon as 

possible of the current situation.  
3. The person who found the child and has been resuscitating the child gives a detailed account of events to 

the paramedics on their arrival.  
4. Staffs follow the direction of the paramedical staff. 
5. Staff contact An Garda Síochána 
6. The scene is to be left as it is. An Garda Síochána may need to investigate. 
7. Families of the other children attending the childcare service will need to be notified of the incident by the 

Manager. 
8. FamiliBase management will offer the essential support following any such incident to all of the early year’s 

team. 
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Individual Risk Assessment for Cot Use 
 At FamiliBase Early Years we want to ensure the safety of your child at all times including Sleep Time.  

TUSLA, The Child & Family Agency, in Part V, Regulation 20 (1) states that It is recommended that children’s (up to 

2 years old) sleep or rest needs are accommodated in a standard cot unless the child has a history of climbing out 

over the cot in which case a floor bed or mat is safer.  

We want to ensure that we are providing the safest place for your child to sleep and you are requested, therefore, 

to complete the Risk Assessment below.  

 

Risk Assessment 
 

Name of Child: ___________________________            Age in months: ___________________________  

 

1. Can your child stand and lean over the bars of the cot?  

 

2. Can your child climb out of a cot?  

 

3. Is your child use to sleeping in a cot?  

 

4. Are their cultural reasons why your child should not sleep in a cot? 

 

5. Are their emotional/psychological reasons that place your child at risk in a cot?  

 

Please tick as appropriate.  

 

Following consultation, it is agreed that _______________  

 

Will sleep in a cot ____                     will sleep on a sleep mat _____  

 

 

Parent/Guardian Signature(s) _________________________              Date _________________________ 

 

Manager’s Signature              __________________________                Date: ____________________  
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 C.8 Supplementary Risk Management    

Purpose  
The purpose of the Risk Management Policy is to ensure FamiliBase early years  assess any potential risks to the 

safety, health and welfare of the children attending the service, and we outlines the steps taken to either eliminate 

those risks or to reduce them. 

 

Principle  
This policy underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child Care Act 1991 

(Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Early Years Inspectorate Quality Regulatory 

Framework 

 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

 Policy  
We make our setting a safe and healthy place for children, parents, staff and volunteers by assessing and minimising 

the hazards and risks to enable the children to thrive in a healthy and safe environment. Children need the 

opportunity to work out what is not safe and what they should do when faced with a risk. Health and safety risk 

assessments inform procedures.  

 

This policy is based on the five steps below:  

• Identification of a risk: Where is it and what is it?  

• Who is at risk: Childcare staff, children, parents, cooks, cleaners etc?  

•  Assessment as to whether the level of a risk is high, medium, low. This considers both the likelihood of it 

happening, as well as the possible impact if it did.  

• Control measures to reduce/eliminate risk: What will you need to do, or ensure others will do, in order to 

reduce that risk? 

• Monitoring and review: How do you know if what you have said is working, or is thorough enough? If it is 

not working, it will need to be amended, or maybe there is a better solution. Procedures63 

 Our manager undertakes training and ensure our staff and volunteers have adequate training in health and safety 

matters. 

 Our risk assessment process covers adults and children and includes: -  

1. determining where it is helpful to make some written risk assessments in relation to specific issues, to 

inform staff practice, and to demonstrate how we are managing risks if asked by parents and/or carers and 

inspectors; - 

2. checking for and noting hazards and risks indoors and outside, in relation to our premises and activities. 

3. assessing the level of risk and who might be affected, deciding which areas need attention. 

4. developing an action plan that specifies the action required, the time-scales for action, the person 

responsible for the action and any funding required. 

  

We maintain lists of health and safety issues, which are checked daily before the session begins, as well as those 

that are checked on a weekly and termly basis when a full risk assessment is carried out.  
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1. Facilities ensures that checks, such as electricity and gas safety checks, and any necessary work to the setting 

premises are carried out annually and records are kept 

2. Our manager ensures that staff members carry out risk assessments that include relevant aspects of fire 

safety, food safety for all areas of the premises. 

3. Our manager ensures that staff members carry out risk assessments for work practice including: - changing 

children; - preparation and serving of food/drink for children; - children with allergies; - cooking activities 

with children; - supervising outdoor play and indoor/outdoor climbing equipment; - putting babies or 

young children to sleep; - assessment, use and storage of equipment for disabled children; - the use and 

storage of substances which may be hazardous to health, such as cleaning chemicals; - visitors to the setting 

who are bring equipment or animals as part of children’s learning experiences; and - following any incidents 

involving threats against staff or volunteers. 

4. Our manager ensures that staff members carry out risk assessments for off-site activities if required, 

including: - children’s outings. 

Procedure for Raising Concerns 

An Employee who has any concerns with regard to this policy may raise the issue informally with their Manager or 

any other Manager. Where they do not receive a satisfactory response to their concerns, they may raise the issue 

through the grievance procedure. An employee can also complete a google form and submit it to facilities for any 

concerns regarding their risk assessments. 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

For further information in relation to health and safety, accident, and incidence, please refer to the ‘Accident, 

Incidence and Illness Policy and Procedure’ policy in the section of the employee handbook titled ‘Organisation 

Policies’. 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Policy on Accidents and Incidents 
• Policy on Managing Behaviour 

• Fire Safety Policy 

• Policy on Outdoor Play  

• Outings Policy 

• Policy on Safe Sleep 

• Complaints Policy 

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Policy on Infection Control Policy on Staff Absences 

• Policy on Authorisation to Collect Children 

• Policy on the Use of the Internet and Photographic and Recording Devices 

• Staff Training Policy 

• Supervision Policy 

• Recruitment Policy 

• Health and Safety Policy 

• Child Protection Policy 

• Nappy Changing and Toileting Policy 
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Implementation 

This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Supplementary Risk Assessment policy as part of staff induction. 

 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  

• Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• A Short Guide to The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005 Health and Safety 

Authority 

• A Guide to Risk Assessments and Safety Statements Health and Safety Authority, 2016  

• Outdoor Play Risk Assessment Early Childhood Ireland  

 

 
. 

 
 

 

http://www.bloomingkidsclub.ie/
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Publications_and_Forms/Publications/Safety_and_Health_Management/Short_Guide_to_SHWWA_2005.pdf
http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Publications_and_Forms/Publications/Safety_and_Health_Management/A_Guide_to_Risk_Assessments_and_Safety_Statements.html
https://www.earlychildhoodireland.ie/work/quality-practice/play/outdoor-play/risk-assessment/
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C.9 Authority to Collect Policy 

Purpose  
This policy outlines the procedure for the collection of children from FamiliBase Early Childhood Care and Education 

setting. 

 

Principle  
This policy underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child Care Act 1991 

(Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Early Years Inspectorate Quality Regulatory 

Framework 

 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

 

Policy  
FamiliBase seeks to work in partnership with all families, parents, guardians, carers in all types of family situations.  

It is FamiliBase’s aim to facilitate positive interactions with all relatives of the children in the setting. 

FamiliBase Early Childhood Care and Education management and staff will seek to support all parents/carers in 

challenging situations and will ensure that FamiliBase staff who may be working with the child/family will attempt 

to support positive interactions and communication during times of challenge e.g. parental disagreements, custody 

court situations, difficult experiences with communication etc. If the above has all been attempted and exhausted, 

FamiliBase reserves the right to refuse entry to FamiliBase Early Childhood Care and Education setting if the person 

is considered to pose a risk to the health, safety and wellbeing to the children or members of staff.   

Procedures 

Routine for drop-off and pick-up:  
FamiliBase has established routines for drop-off and pick-up times to assist in transition of children into and out of 

the Service.  

On arrival at FamiliBase parents and children are greeted at the door of their care room. Children are welcomed in 

to the room by a member off the FamiliBase early years team and their attendance is noted for our records. 

On departure, children are signed out by an early year’s member of staff. Sign out is done in line with our 

Authorisation to Collect policy enclosed. 

 

Supervision when entering and leaving the service: 
During collection and drop off times, each child is under the direct supervision of a staff member. During collection 

time it is ensured that the child leaves the premises in the care of their parent/guardian or a person nominated by 

their parent/guardian. Staff records in the attendance book the time and their initials, when the child arrives in and 

leaves the service.  

 

Parents/Carers authorising collection 
When enrolling your child in FamiliBase childcare centre each parent/guardian will be given a child information 

pack.  Included in this pack will be an authorisation to collect form. On this form up to four nominated people 
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can be identified by a parent/guardian to collect their child from FamiliBase Early Childhood Care and Education 

setting. Each parent/guardian needs to fill out the nominated persons’  

• Name  

• Address 

• Contact number 

• Relationship to the child  

• Photo ID 

There will also be a section for a safe word, which each authorisation person should know, when asked by a staff 

member. 

If relevant and necessary, FamiliBase also require knowledge and copy of any court arrangements or relevant legal 

documentations that prohibit a person from collecting a child from FamiliBase Early Childhood Care and Education 

setting. 

An authorised person to collect a child must be over the age of 18 years. 

All authorised persons must be introduced to staff prior to collection of a child. 

A member of staff needs to be informed in advance when an authorised person is collecting a child. 

 

Late collections: 

• Where a parent knows they will be late collecting their child after the agreed time, they are required to 

consult with the service to make alternative arrangements. 

• No fees are applied for late collections.  

• If a child is not collected by a parent/ guardian by the agreed time, the service will contact the parent/ 

guardian or emergency contact persons. 

• Regulations require two members of qualified staff to be present at all times when children are on premises. 

Procedure when non-authorised person arrives to collect a child: 
In certain circumstances a parent may need to arrange a person other than those authorized in the Authority to 

collect form to pick up their child. If the parent has to organise this arrangement with FamiliBase Early Years over 

the phone and staff are not convinced of the authenticity of the caller’s identification, they will contact the parent 

under the contact number provided on the application form. The parent will be asked to sign a notification form 

taken by staff for this arrangement as soon as possible. 

 

To add another person to the list of people authorised for collection, the parent has to do so in writing. 

 

This is a key requirement for the protection and welfare of the child. If for any reason, FamiliBase Early Years Staff 

feel the arrangement is not in the interest of the child’s welfare, the parent will be contacted, and the child will 

remain in the care of FamiliBase early years until the situation is resolved.  
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When person arrives to collect a child in an unfit state the following procedure will be 

implemented 

• The service will not release a child who is deemed to be at risk, if a parent or authorised person arrives at 

the service and staff are concerned that they are in an unfit state due to drugs or alcohol. 

• If the Early Years manager is unavailable, staff should contact the person in charge or a manager from 

FamiliBase management Team. 

• Person in charge will invite the parent or authorised person into the early year’s office and explain to the 

parent or the authorised person who is unfit, why the child should not leave with them and offer to assist 

them by contacting the other parent or authorised person for collecting the child. 

• The person in charge should contact managers within the other strands as the family maybe receiving wrap 

around support from the organisation. 

                        Child and family support  

                         Youth and community  

• If the parent/ guardian refuse assistance and insist on taking the child with them and staff believes the child 

will be at risk, the manager or Person in charge will call An Garda Siochána. 

When a child is not collected: 
If a child is not collected at the end working hours and the service is unable to contact the parents/guardians and 

emergency contacts, after 1 hour the following procedures apply: 

• The child will stay at the service in the care of at least 2 fully vetted staff members. 

• If the early years manager is unavailable staff should contact the person in charge, also link in with other 

stands as the family maybe receiving wrap around support from the organisation. 

Child and family support   

Youth and community  

Staff will follow procedures outlined in the Child Protection Policy. Contact An Garda Síochána and other relevant 

agencies. 

 

Refusing an authorised person to collect a child 
If the authorisation forms a parent /guardian completes does not meet the requirements of our policy as outlined 

in the procedure above, a member of management or staff will contact the parent/guardian and support them in 

completing an authorisation to collect form.  Until the authorisation form meets requirements only the parent/carer 

can collect the child(ren). 

If the authorisation person to collect is unknown to staff a manager/staff member will ask for the safe word and 

also proof off photo ID, they will also contact the parent/guardian before allowing a child to leave the premises. 
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Emergency Contacts 

 
All parents/guardians will provide an additional emergency contact should an immediate collection be necessary 

should their child exhibit symptoms of COVID-19. 

 
 
All adults are asked to please respect social distancing markers and instructions. 

 
 

Implementation 

This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Authorisation to Collect policy as part of staff induction. 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms 

• Admissions Policy 

• Confidentiality Policy 

• Child Safeguarding Policy 

• Key Person Policy 

• Interactions Policy 

• Communication Policy 

• Enrolment Forms 

• Incident Recording Forms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 
 

• Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016  

• Síolta: The National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

 

 

http://www.bloomingkidsclub.ie/
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://siolta.ie/


 

 

C.10 Outings Policy  
Purpose  
This purpose of the policy and procedure is to ensure the safety of all children and team members while away from 

the FamiliBase Early Years.  

 

Principle  
This policy is underwritten by the Child Care Act 1991(Early Years Services) Regulations 2016, the Child Care Act 

1991 (Early Years Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2016 and the Tusla Early Years Inspectorate Quality Regulatory 

Framework. 

 

Scope  
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

Policy  

The policy is in place to also ensure that off site visits are educational experiences that support the 

children in their learning and are reflective of their interests.  

 

Risk Assessment: 
 A risk assessment is carried out and discussed with the manager. A risk assessment must be identified and assess 

risks that the trip may pose to the safety, health or wellbeing of any child. The risk assessment must consider: 

• The proposed route and destination for the excursion 

• Any water hazards 

• Any risks associated with water activities 

• The transport to and from the proposed destination 

•  The number of adults and children involved  

• Hygiene consumables required such as hand sanitizer, disposable tissues etc. 

• Children’s allergies 

• It is checked that adequate insurance is in place for the outing. 

• Potential of public accessibility on the outing 

 
The risk assessment completed prior to the outing is used to determine how many members of staff are needed to 
accompany children. The ratio for the outing is established through this risk assessment as well as how the play pod 
system will operate and to take account of regulatory requirements as well as up to date guidance from the HSPC 
of physical distancing. 
Depending on the outcome of the Risk Assessment, it may be necessary to consider alternative locations for the 
outing. 
 
All staff is made aware of the Risk Assessment prior to the outing. Parents/Guardians are advised that the risk 

assessment is available to them in FamiliBase Early Years prior to the outing. 
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Parents/Guardians Consent: 
FamiliBase Early year’s team will always ensure permission is sought from the child’s parent/guardian before the 

outing takes place.  

• Children can only attend an outing with parental/guardians’ consent. 

• Written consent from Parents/Guardians is sought for each outing for their child to attend in line with this 
outings policy. The consent forms must be returned to the FamiliBase prior to the outing. Staff is aware of 
any children who do not have consent to attend an outing.  

 

The consent forms include: 

• The date of the proposed outing  

• Information on the location and activity of the outing, and transport to the location 

• how long the child will be away from the premises 

• The adult: child ratio for the outing 

• Details of adults who are not staff of FamiliBase Early years attending the outing 

• Details of the drop off and pick up arrangements and times 

• Cost of the outing 

 

Prior to an outing: 
Prior to each outing taking place a checklist and plans are prepared to include the following and a copy will remain 
in FamiliBase Early Years with the named designated person in charge.  

 
• A named member of staff is designated the person in charge for the outing 

• A mobile phone will be carried by the designated the person in charge. The mobile has emergency 
numbers saved on it. Parents/Guardians of the children attending have the contact number of this phone 
while the children are on the outing.   

• All staff children and parents/guardians are aware of the Hygiene practices and social distances required 

on the outing. 

• A member of staff that is first aid trained attending the outing.  

• A list of children attending the outing. 

• Any child with an allergy attending an outing is known to staff and their emergency plan and medication 
is brought on the outing. The medication will be stored in accordance with the guidelines for the 
medication. 

• Each child has a name tag with name and contact details of FamiliBase.   

• Each child has a high viable vest for the outing.  

• A list of staff member’s attending the outing. 

• While on the outing how often will roll call be completed and documented by designated the person in 

charge. 

• When children with additional needs are taken on outings the designated the person in charge shall 

ensure that additional staff are available, to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all children. 

•  A copy of the emergency contact phone numbers for each child. 

• The Early years manager must ensure that all staff counted in ratio is Garda vetted. 

A plan is put in place prior to any outing that outlines what staff will do if a child goes 

missing while on the outing.  
This plan outlines  

1. Who will help to search for the child.  
2. How the search will be carried out.  
3. Who will take charge of the rest of the group of children.  
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4. Who is contacted and when.  
5. Who returns with the group to the early years setting. 

  

Supervision on the outing  

• All staff attending the outing is aware of their focus group of children they are supervising. 

• Children’s personal needs such as food and rest periods are always a priority. 

• A roll call is taken of all the children attending the outing,  
1. Before leaving the FamiliBase early years   
2. On arrival at the outing  
3. At regular intervals while on the outing, will be agreed when completing the checklist before 

the outing   
4. Leaving the destination  
5. On return to FamiliBase early years  

• At all times when on an outing, children are appropriately supervised by a member of staff. Particular care 
is given to supervising children at pick up and drop off especially if this is taking place in a different location 
to normal.  

• Safe road procedures will be practiced at all times 

• When walking with a group of children one staff will lead the group and another will remain at the back of 
the group. Other staff and adult volunteers will be spaced along the group. 

 

Supervision on the outing  

• If Parents/Guardians are attending the outing they are aware that they must only supervise their own child. 
Parents/Guardians attending the outing are provided with information about the outing and their role on 
the outing a set period of time before  
the outing takes place. Parents/Guardians are aware of who the person in charge is on the day of the outing. 

• There will be an extra adult on each outing who is not included in the adult: child ratio that has a supervisory 
role. 

• All adults are made aware of their responsibilities prior to the outing.  

 

As the children’s safety is paramount, our team will always ensure: 

• Adherence to the planned itinerary. 

•  All children are equipped with clothing appropriate to the excursion, e.g.: jumpers, coats, sun hats, 

sunscreen and appropriate footwear. 

•  FamiliBase early years ‘Sun Protection’ Policy is maintained during trips 

• Adequate adult to child ratios for the activity 

• Medical aid procedures are planned and a first aid kit will be taken 

• When planning trips care will be taken that children remaining at the centre receive adequate supervision 

Food and Drink: 
Parents/Guardians are advised of food and drink requirements prior to the outing taking place.  
If packed lunches are needed they are stored appropriately in accordance with food safety guidelines. If food is to 
be provided on the outing this is communicated to Parents/Guardians beforehand. 

• Children wash their hands prior to eating on an outing. 

• Children have access to water and are kept well hydrated on an outing. 

• Any child with an allergy attending an outing is known to staff and their emergency plan and medication is 
brought on the outing. 
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Accidents and Incidents: 

• There is a fully stocked first aid kit and at least one qualified first aid officer on every outing who is always 
available to adults and children on the outing. 

. 
• There is a clear plan in place in the event of an accident or incident. The following steps are followed: 

1. First aid is administered by the trained first aider if required 
2. Pre-assigned staff members take the other children back to the service if required. 
3. Communication is co-ordinated between the emergency services and the child’s 

Parents/Guardians/guardians where necessary 
4. A manager is contacted immediately within FamiliBase 
5. On return to the service the accident/incident is recorded in the accident/incident book and a 

copy of the accident/incident report to be given to the parent/ guardian.  

 

Procedure for using the toilet during outings 
The designated the person in charge will plan for where appropriate toilets can be used during the trip. 

• A staff member must first inspect the bathrooms to ensure they are safe and appropriate. 

• Toilet paper should be available for children. 

• If hand washing facilities are unavailable a suitable hand sanitizer should be used 

• Children are to attend the bathroom in a minimum of 2 children and 1 staff 

•  Volunteers are not to be left alone with a child 

Transport: 
FamiliBase Early Years ensures that all transport vehicles to and from the outing venue are roadworthy, fully insured 
and fit for purpose.  Records will be kept of vehicles used to transport children and adults with named drivers and 
insurance cover. All vehicles will have appropriate seat belts and child restraint systems correctly fitted where 
necessary. 

 

 Review and Evaluation - After each outing: 
FamiliBase Early Years team will review and evaluate each outing after it has taken place to ensure that all safety 

measures and procedures were conducted and contributed to the safety, health and welfare of the children, staff 

and Parents/Guardians attending.  Outcomes of these reviews will be recorded. 
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OUTINGS RISK ASSESSMENT  

Section A – Details 
Room Name  

 
Nominated Supervisor  

Date of Proposed 
Outing 

 Proposed Start and End 
Time 

 

Destination 
 

 

Objective of Outing 
 

 

Staff Attending and 
Qualifications 

 
 
 
 

Risk Assessment 
Conducted By: 

Name: 
Signature: 
Date: 

R.A. Approved By: Name: 
Signature: 
Date: 

 

Section B – Risk Assessment 
Areas to 
Consider 

Risks/Hazards Controls in Place to 
Manage or Minimise 

Rating Person 
Responsible 

The proposed 
route and 
destination 

    

Any water hazards  
 

   

The transport to 
and from the 
destination 

    

The number of 
adults to children 
involved 

    

Specialised skills 
required by adults 

    

Proposed 
activities 

 
 

   

Amenities 
including toilets, 
meeting points, 
tables and chairs 

    

Children or staff 
with 
medical/dietary 
requirements 

    

Other hazards 
Identified 
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Section C– Risk Rating Matrix 

 

 
Section D– Approval for The Outing 
Approval granted by: 
 
 

Date outing approved: Signature: 

 
Section D– Outing Evaluation 
Person completing evaluation: 
 

Name: Signature: 
Date: 

Was the destination suitable? 
 
 

 

Any risks/hazards that were not 
considered? 
 

 

Was the ratio adequate?  
Were the adults suitable? 
 

 

Was the time allowed adequate? 
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Outing Checklist 1 

 

Room Name: __________________  

 
 

Nominated Supervisor: _________________________________________________  

 

Outing Date: _______________________________________________________ 

 

Venue: __________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
Childs Name Permission Slip Received  
1 
 

 

2 
 

 

3 
 

 

4 
 

 

5 
 

 

6 
 

 

7 
 

 

8 
 

 

9 
 

 

10 
 

 

 

 

Signed: ______________________________________ 

 Nominated Supervisor 
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Outing Checklist 2 
 
Class Name __________________  
 
Nominated Supervisor: _________________________________________________  
 
Outing Date: _______________________________________________________  
 
Outing Venue: _____________________________________________________  
 

Checklist of things to do (tick when completed):  

 

1.  List of children attending outing a copy left in early years office.  

2.  Adult to child ratios at centre maintained  

3.  Mobile phone number for Nominated Supervisor left at centre  

4.  Sun cream applied to children (If required)  

5.  Children suitably dressed and wearing appropriate footwear  

6.  Children wearing sun hats/winter hats (If required)  

7.  Staff appropriately dressed    

8.  Children wearing high viable vest and  labels with centre name 
and emergency contact phone number 

 

 

  

Checklist of things to take (tick when completed):  

 

1.  List of children attending the outing, their emergency contact 
details  

 

2.  Mobile phone  

3.  Managers phone number and emergency services number   

4.  Mini first aid kit  

5.  Additional health supplies for children with additional needs eg. 
asthma puffer or EpiPen 

 

6.  Sun cream (If required)  

7.  Drinking water and food     

8.  Spare set of clothing, Nappies, wipes and gloves   

9.  COVID – 19 pack to include, spare masks, hand sanitizer, hand 
wash, gloves, bags and tissues 

 

 
 
 

 

Signed: __________________________________ Date: _____________________ 
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Outing Checklist 3 
Venue: _________________________________  Date: _____________________________ 
 
 

Childs Name 
Adult 

Supervising 

Before 
Leaving 
Centre 

Check 
1 

Check 
2 

Before 
Leaving 
Venue 

On 
Return 

To 
Centre 

Post Outing 
Reflection/Comments 

1 
 
 

       

2 
 
 

       

3 
 
 

       

4 
 
 

       

5 
 
 

       

6 
 
 

       

7 
 
 

       

8 
 
 

       

9 
 
 

       

10 
 
 

       

11 
 
 

       

12 
 
 

       

 

Signed: __________________________________ Date: _____________________ 
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Implementation 

This policy is available and communicated to all parents and guardians upon initial registration and available on 

our website familibase.ie  

New staff will be informed of the Outings Policy as part of staff induction. 

 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Policy on Accidents and Incidents  

• Policy on Infection Control  

• Recruitment Policy 

• Policy on Administration of Medication 

• Child Protection Policy 

• Health and Safety Policy 

• Risk Assessment Form 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation 

• Tusla: Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 

• Síolta: The National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Education 

• Developing a Child Safeguarding Statement: A Guide For Early Years Services in Ireland. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bloomingkidsclub.ie/
http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
http://siolta.ie/
https://www.earlychildhoodireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Developing-a-Child-Safeguarding-Statement-Draft-Jan-29-2018.pdf
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C.11 CCTV 
Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to regulate the use of Closed-Circuit Television and its associated technology in the 

monitoring of the internal and external environs of the Organisation’s premises. 

 

Scope 
This policy applies to all Employees of FamiliBase and to family’s access services within FamiliBase.  

 

Policy 
CCTVs are installed internally and externally in premises for the purpose of enhancing security of the building and 

its associated equipment as well as creating a mindfulness among the occupants, at any one time, that a surveillance 

security system is in operation to deter any inappropriate behaviour. 

 

General Principles 

Regulation 10 of the childcare act 1991 (Child Care Act 1991(Early Years Services) Regulations 2016 and 

Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework (QRF). 

 

The Organisation utilises CCTV systems and its associated monitoring and recording equipment as an added mode 

of security and surveillance for its premises. 

 

The primary aim of CCTV monitoring is to deter theft and to assist in the protection and safety of the Employees, 

Clients and the property and its associated equipment and materials. 

 

Monitoring will be conducted in a professional, ethical and legal manner.  

 

Information obtained through video monitoring may only be released when authorised by the current CEO. 

 

Data from CCTV system will be accessed and used in accordance with Data Protection Regulations. 

 

The Organisation reserve the right to use CCTV data for disciplinary purposes where it is evident that an Employee 

has behaved inappropriately. 

 

Cameras are located in the Early Years Centre. 

 

Signage will be erected in each location in which a camera is located. The signage will include the name and contact 

details of the data controller. 

 

Data Protection 

All personal data recorded and stored by the CCTV system is governed by the General Data Protection Regulation 

and Data Protection Acts 1988-2018. Under the General Data Protection Regulation and Data Protection Acts 1988-

2018, a ‘Data Controller’ is the individual or the legal person who controls and is responsible for the keeping and 

use of personal information in manual files or in computerised form.  

 

The Data Controller in respect of images recorded and stored by the CCTV system in the premises is the current 

CEO. 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2016/si/221/made/en/print
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The personal data recorded and stored by the CCTV system will only be available to the Data Controller and Senior 

Management and will be used only for the purposes outlined within this policy.  

 

Individuals whose images are recorded and stored by the CCTV system shall have the right to request and receive 

a copy of personal data processed by the system. Such requests shall be made in writing to the Data Controller and 

shall be complied within 1 month. 

 

Personal data recorded by the CCTV system shall be retained for a maximum of 28 days. Thereafter, it will be deleted 

automatically. 

 

Should you have any queries in relation to this policy, contact your Manager. 

 

 

 

Related Policies, Procedures and Forms  

• Safety Statement 

• Risk Management Policy  

• Admissions/Enrolment Policy 

• Parent/Guardian Consent to Use of the Internet, Photographic and Recording Devices Form  

 

References/Supporting Documents/Related Legislation  

• Tusla Quality and Regulatory Framework 

• Síolta, the National Framework for Quality in Early Childhood Education 

• Aistear: The Early Childhood Curriculum Framework 

• Aistear Síolta Practice Guidelines      .

http://www.tusla.ie/services/preschool-services/early-years-quality-and-regulatory-framework/
http://www.siolta.ie/
https://www.ncca.ie/en/early-childhood/aistear
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Management, in consultation with staff, monitors and reviews the effectiveness of this policy 

yearly or as required. 
 

 

 
 

  
Person Responsible:  Georgina Barry  
 
Date implemented:  
 
Document approver: ______________________ 
 
 
Signed by: ___________________________On behalf of Management (Manager, Owner, Chairperson) 
 
 

 


